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Tla -o- qui -aht Launch Canoes
?
tr

By Denise Ambrose,

sr

-

'

Central Region Reporter

Torino- The people of Tla-o-qui-aht
First Nation (TEN) kicked off their
third Annual TFN Days with the
launching of two new canoes made for
the resort they own; the Tin Wis Best
Western. In a project designed m
enhance cultural arts and activities, the
canoes were carved by apprentices
under the guidance of Carl and Billy

Martin.
Carving of the canoe took place
under a shelter next to the Tin Wis
resort where guests were welcome to
observe the work ín progress. The
a unique
project was intended
and genuine cultural experience for the
guests as well as encouraging young
TFN members to team the an of canoe

loon

making.

project designed to enhance
cultural arts and activities, the
canon were carved by apprentices under the guidance of Carl
and Billy Martin.
In

nn-

a

new beginning," says Tin Wis
staff member George Akeo, "This
canoe project is just the beginning of
our telling the history and traditions of
the Tlauyui -aht people. It will be an
experience that our guests will reme s
her." Ile went on to say the project
would continue; "Next year the hope to
train our staff for canoe [ours and this

-his

a

winter we are embarking on a carving
studio for those that want to team to
build a canoe." Ile said the whole idea
is to develop a cultural program to
present to the guests.
TFN Há width, Howard Tun said.
"We are trying to implement a culture)
tourism component into parted our
operations." Ile stressed the imporlance of staff members' knowledge of
dus
local history in the hos
hospitality
tali industry.
"I hope our front desk staff learn more
about our culture because quite often
they are asked and don't know. I
guess if is important for front desk to

'

know TFN history
ry so that we mayY be
able to tell our own story," he remind-

"This

is a tourism oriented endeavor

to show the non -Natives how our
ancestors did it for thousands of years.
We hope to see that our future genera-
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Tla -o-qui -alt carvers, apprentices, community members, and resort guests help carry one of the
two canoes from the carving shed to the pounding surf in front of Tin Wis.
lions carry on this tradition,' said TEN
Há wilth, Bruce Frank
The canoe launch took place August
6 in front of Tin Wis, with guests and
embers of TFN. One canoe was
amed'Kaaht -slid' which roughly
translates to `breaking open' and is
likened to a sunrise.
Members of TFN surrounded the
canoe in preparation for the traditional
blessing. "We are thanking
g the Creator
g'
and asking that the canoe be safe for
the occupants riding in it;' explained
Brace Frank. With spruce boughs,
drumming and chanting, the canoes
were blessed before being carried on
the shoulders of TFN men from the
resort to the Pacific ocean.
One of the canoes carried Elmer
Frank and his son Wesley for its first
gene
journey from land to sea. Eugene
that
this
is
significant
Martin explained
p
got
the
TFN were paying tribute
because

to Elmer in his traditional role as
whaler and to Wesley who will carry on
the role of his father as he grows up."
The first canoe trip was a half hour
ride from Tin Wis to Naa- chaks. The

pullers sang paddle songs throughout
the journey.

One of the canoes carried Elmer
Frank and his son Wesley as TFN
were
r paying tribute to Elmer In

his traditional role as whaler and
to Wesley who will carry on the
role of his father as he grows up."
such an intimate, uplifting
gathering and the were happy to see our
guests joining into carry the canoe m
the ocean,' said Jeannie Elrick, Tin Wis

"It was

Management
"I would like to thank the canoe
pane Y like to
carvers. I would especially

thank Billy and Carl Martin and I'd
like to encourage those who teamed to
carve to utilize their new skills. It was
inspiring to see Tin Wis ensure culturn, rt shows who
al activities at the resort,
owns Tin Wis;' said Elmer Frank,
TFN Treaty Negotiator.
Bruce F nk publicly thanked [host'
that came to witness the ceremony,
and Alex Frank for his guidance and
advice on traditional canoe launch
procedures.
Carl Manin is proud of the canoes
and says they are already being put to
good use. It was loaned out to TFN
members for canoe races during their
sports days and it has been loaned to
Carl's daughter, Gisela for her ecotourism company. Ile and Billy plan
to finish off the canoes by carving
with a
paddle. for it and settingg n up wi
sail. "A lot of people
PFy today,
PeoV are happy
y
you can just feel it;' he said.
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Br David Macho.
Southern Region Reporter
The Tseshaht First Nation

important player in the
west coast forest industry after a deal
cued this week with Coulson
Manufacturing.
The Tseshaht First Nation recently
secured timber rights to 75,000 cubic
metres of wood on Tattoo Island in
Barkley Sound. The agreement with
Coulson provides Tseshaht a place to
mill the logs into lumber and valueadded products, and will provide
employment for both Native and nonNative area residents.
"We are coming to the table with timber
.n bend and that strengthens our position
benefits," said Tseshaht
,negotiate
Chef Councilor Dave Watts. "And there
important benefits that are being
e
derived
this sale going mold new
company Tsemac Manufacturing Ltd.,
for both Tseshaht and for the community
of Port Alberni. We are creating and
maintaining local jobs and will be keeping profits at home for re- investment in
our future here in the Alberni region," he
has become an

said.

The total value of the wood is estimated
m S75 million, with 90% going to
Combo... Mill at Polly's Point, and the
unsuitable logs going to pulp. Waste will
be ate minimum, as lumber ends, norchopped up for pulp, will now be
one iodic Coulson Millworks re a bowing facility in Port Alberni where
the pieces will be finger-jointed together
and made into high -value house siding

tiro.

We believe it's economically sustainable even with the tough markets and the
19
tariff into the United States," said
Wans. -Well still heelball% money. Its

o

good shoo -Ian. deal. A good start," he
said.

Located at the southeast comer of
Barkley Sound where the Albemi Inlet
empties into the Sound, the island is the
shared between Tseshaht (north side of
Treats) and I lose- ay.ahl (south side of
Tombs). According to Watts, Tseshaht
will be meeting with Ilea- ay -ahI to die.
cuss logging plans, and while site encl.
moving. road building and permitting

()Welcome

.

begin on Trans in three months, and
last for two to throe years.
Coulson will be doing the logging, and
will use as many
wined Tseshaht
members w pesoble.
'
.
"We own the
license so we call
the shots," said
Watts. "We have
t{a
created nine jobs
that have already
'
t
been filled and will Fesmaintain an addi'
-.
lions] 37 jobs in
interrelated milling
operations.. he
a
said. "Coulson will
provide us with
technical canonise
in the logging and
.

McRae, MLA Gillian Tramper, and
WA President Monty Steams
-Were proud to work with Tseshaht,"
said Coulson's CEO Jim INCUR. "We
1

là

--

and is already

tel

;

f

assisting us in
training our people. b
The more we can
cooperate to create Ts
benefits for local
owners, the more
' 5 5.5
benefits will Cow
to First Nations and the Alberni region as

,1

cover all stories and events we will only
do so subject to:

Sufficient advance notice addressed
specifically to Ile- .Shilth -.Sae
Reporters availability at the time of
the event.

Leaders from Tseshaht, Coulson Manufacturing, BC, Pon Alberni,
IWA and others join to celebrate the new deal.
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Central Region Co-chair Shawn A Ilex meets with Hesquiaht Chief
Councilor Joe Tom at his campsite.
round the campfire, and being thrilled at
He also brought mitt a large garden of
the display of some spectacular falling
3 -sided reeds, which were growing on
of the

stars in the crisp clear night sky. we

the blustery outside shores

called it

Hesquiaht. These reeds are used to
make ba k t' and G
Id'
't dly
talked about her grass picking experi-

a

night and went to bed.

Joe shared the rich history,

retelling stories of a thriving community, perhaps numbering as
high

people in the
Harbour! There is only one
house on the site that is lined in
year round, although Joe shared
that any of his community
members look forward to building homes and moving home.
as 5000

Laying in the quiet of Hesquiaht it was
not hard to imagine what a bustling community Hesquiaht must have been before

of disc

and hardship to the
Hesquiaht and First Nations people. We
the onset

went to sleep to the sounds of the surf
gently rolling on the beach
We awoke early, at lam, to a beautiful
sunny morning and a low mist hovering
The wind was light and I
sover the has
lit a fire to warm bons chilled from the
cold night in the tents.
After a wonderful breakfast prepared
and served up by Geraldine and her
daughter Nancy, Elder Larry Paul took a
number of us on long walk on the
rocky beach, heading out towards
5,105en Point.
Larry was staying at his house at
Hesquiaht and as he says, he likes to "go
to Ile -wedeln mytimc he hears people arc
traveling there
Ile told as of Me nine he walked from
the village in Hat Springs all the way t
Hesquiaht and it took him about I I
hours.
We figured that this walk, over challenging terrain, must be at least 50 to 60 kilometers long! This was a testament to
has much Larry likes to go home to
Hesquiaht.
As Larry took us out fora walk on the
Beach he explained, in his language, the
names
different plants and shared
some of the stores of the area.

ences in

Mud,.

The beach had many stories to tell, as
there were many items like corks and
bottles that had firmed ashore from
boats from places like France, Spain
and Japan.
Two whales glided by gracefully just
off shore and you just had to marvel at
how our ancestors chose such beautiful
places to live.
A little sun -bumf and tired from the
t
hike, we returned from the beach bast.
ing learned a little more accompanied
with a new appreciation of our culture,
our language and our ancestors.
It was all too soon that the Mehtlahaw,
skillfully skippered through the beds of
kelp, came to gathers and return
us homo Porpoises and hales ginned
us as we left Ducks and other seabirds
scattered as we rand on the calm seas.

I

i
rt
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Joe Tom and alatlahoa (Hesquiaht
a

-

die

A
s

over

[
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the fibre in Pon Alberni,
and that's good for all of us," he said
"What's happening with Tseshaht is the
future for this community," said
Warns. "Our members are there for
you, however you need us," he said.
"This is one more step for our people.
This is progress," said Watts. "This is
Me stuff that lays the foundation for the
economic base we are constructing for
the Enure," he said.
"I would like to add a thank you to the
Coulson Group of Companies for all
their help in making our Tsemac application a success. Without their support
and their mills we most likely would
not have been awarded this license. We
look forward to a successful] partnership with this company:" added Wans.

go to keep

few passengers, we turned
northwest into strong winds, plowing
through waves that coshed over the boat
soaking anything and anyone who dared
stay out on the deck.
We first hugged the ragged coastline
before cutting acre the Harbour and
entering the calm waters of what is
referred to as Hesquiaht.
Chief Councillor foe Tom greeted the
travelers and my wife Nancy and I were
immediately nude to feel very welcome
and at Some
We quickly setup camp, pitching our
tent in a clearing overlooking Hesquiaht
Harbour.
The winds were still fairly strung but
calmed down after the sun set.
After we settled in Joe and his wife
Geraldine took us on a tour of the Bile
and introduced us to many,
all, of
the campers.
Joe shared the rich history, retelling stories of a thriving community, perhaps
numbering as high as 5000 people in the
Harbour! There is only one house on
the site that is lived in year round,
although Joe shared that many of his
community members look forward to
building homes and moving home.
I was also very interest.) in hearing
about plans to complete a museum on
these and talked to Joe about wanting
to support this idea in any way possible
The museum is panty built, the building
though not complete is in very good
condition and you can visualize that
when complete it will be a beautiful
building in an incredible setting.
The idea Joe shared about building hiking trails linking the various pans of
Hesquiaht territories, both in order to
attract tourists as well as for the enjoyment of community members. is very
exciting and could provide jobs and
opportunities for new businesses.
After the telling of some tall tales

*At'

t4s-

vet

off a

y1'^

Y
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Local community leaders were to alterdance to add their support to the project,

a

Point.
short stop in Idol Springs Cove
a

'_sej
""'""!"

...tole

"Hesquiaht Days".
I had been looking forward to traveling
to the event. which brings the community together to camp at one of Hesquiahts
remote village sites just inside of

After

-

.

The sun was setting behind Flores
Island and as the Mabtlahow picked up
speed heading out of Matilda Inlet my
thoughts began to tuns to the journey
ahead into Hesquiaht Harbour. Chief
Councillor foe Tom had, some weeks
ago, invited me to the annual gathering
at the Hesquiaht Reserve el called

into an

;4
er.

manufacturing side

It was early evening
under blue skies when the Mahtlahaw
water taxi loaded up Me passengers in
Ahousaht and pulled away from the
dock.
As we slowly moved through the narrow channel past the Ahousaht General
Store and fuel dock. my thoughts were
reflecting on the funeral that was held
earlier in the day in Ahousaht for my
late aunt.
Many people had come, from for and
near to attend the funeral held at the la
Bird Hall at Maxine. and the presence
of people from neighboring First
Nations offering support in time of
sorrow reflects a carom and the closeness of Calmly tics and relationships
between Nations. We are, after all, all
related.
-

Chief Councillor Joe Tom had,
some weeks
s
ago, invited me to
the annual gathering at the
Hesquiaht Reserve Nl called
"Hesquiaht Darn"

.

be able to

Editorial space available m the paper.
Editorial deadlines being adhered to
by contributors.

(

2

still needs to be done, logging should

COVERAGE:

-

;

(I- e)'ISeshaht Chief Councilor Dave Watts signs the agreement with
the Ministry of Forests' Ken Matthews and Coulsons while consultant
Paul Pashnik watches,
including Pon Alberni mayor Ken

photographs venom he accepted.

-

I

f

will iambi on tile. Allow 2 - 4
weeks for mum. Photocopied or faxed

-

to Tse.Phahi

II"'

address

Although we would like to

Hot Springs

Tseshaht signs deal with Coulson

and

DEADLINE:
Friday, September

rda
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to drop

By A -io -chut and Na- nay -yet- Ihleok
Shawn Arlon.
Central Region Co Chair

Names can be withheld by request. rtnom,mmc submissions will not be accent-

tall'

(250) 724 -5757
Fax: (250) 723-0463

Hesquiaht Days Visit

HaSliilthSo will include letters received from its readers. All letters MUST be
signed by the writer and has, the writer's name, address & phone number on it.
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LETTERS and KLECO'S

newspaper is pub-

Ha'wilth Domenic Andrews) look

whale vertebrae found near the camp.

Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council

Toll Free Number
1- 877 -677 -1131
Nuu -chah -nulth leadership have now
established a toll free number to assist
membership with any questions they
may have regarding
treaty related business.

ofdit

I

was also very interested in
hearing about plans to complete
a museum on the site and talked
to Joe about wanting to support
this idea in any may possible.

The museum is partly built, the
building though not complete is
in very good condition and you
can visualize that when complete

it will be

beautiful building in
an incredible setting.
a

I

am honoured to bale spent some
time with the Hesquiaht in their
Hehoulthee and am re- energized ìn my
goal to work with the other leaders and

people of Hesquiaht and Nuu -chahnulth to continue along a path of
renewal, healing and hope. Once again
to Joe. Chief Councillor Joe Tom that
's. and the Hawiih and people of
Hesquiaht Kleco.

Upcoming Meetings
Meeting

Date

Sept. 8 - 9
Treaty Planning
Oil and Gas Symposium
Sept 18 - 19

Place

Start time

Tsarina

9 am

Hupacasath
House of Gathering 9 am
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fisheries -c- cä-tuk
Fish Die Off
Brian Tate
Northern Region Reporter
By

Esperanza Inlet

- During a six-day

and near the end of July, Grieg
Seafood BC Ltd enperieneed severe
losses at their fish farms in Esperanza
Inlet. From "a combination of four farm
sites an estimated 1000 metric tonnes or
2.2 million pounds of Atlantic salmon
died off from Raphidophyte Plankton
called It
.gore cancan.' according
to a press release from Grieg Seafood's
Lease and Environmental Manager Tim
Davies.

From sea combination of four
farm sites an estimated 1000
metric tonnes or 2.2 million
pounds of Atlantic salmon died
off," according to Grieg
Seafood's Environmental
Manager Tim Davies.
"The exact means by which the plankcall affects the salmon is unknown but it
is believed that the by products of the
plankton natural processes affect the
salmon's ability to absorb oxygen from
the water," said Davies. "fioca employees monitor for plankton such as
Heterosigma everyday and tarps are
used to keep the plankton out, along
with lamellas ro bung in clean water
from unaffected deep water were
deployed immediately by staff," he said.
The cause of the die off was plankton
known as Hete osigma camerae that is
common on the coast of British
Columbia and was part of a huge die off
at many fish fauns in 1993 and in 1997.
According to Davies 'the mortalities
were brought to licensed land composting facilities in Port McNeil, Campbell
River and Comox Valley' unlike the last

David needor
Southern Region Reporter
By

year when die offs were taken out to sea
and dumped.
We had informed all three First Nations
in the Esperanza and Nootka Sound
areas as well as the Regional Waste
Manager of the Ministry of Water, Land,
and Air Protection as is required by the
provincial Waste Management Act," aid
Davis "Since there was no immediate
danger to the environment surrounding
the farms no ocean disposal was considered," he said
Phil Fenn, Band Manager for the
Ehauesaht First Nation said; "it is an
unforumate incident. but it one of the
costs of doing that kind of business in
this area." he said. "It was probably due
to overcrowding. and what kills salmon
feeds oysters," said Fenn.
"Citing has five farms in the Zeballos
Inlet. Esperanza Inlet, and Hecate
Channel and has applied for see new
sites in the traditional territory of the
MowachahUMuchalaht First Nation,"
"G. atlas also implicit for
mid u
one additional site in the traditional rem.
Tory of the Ehauesaht First Nation and
has communicated plans to apply for
three more sites after that," he said
.

i

According to Davies "the mortalities were brought to licensed land
composting facilities," unlike the
last year when die offs were taken
out to sea and dumped.
"The additional sites would only be
used on a rotational basis - four iii
Nootka and floe in Esperanza at any
give lino out of the sixteen finfish sites
that arc proposed. The additional sites
could also spread out the fish more and
avoid henry losses like we just expert
need: said Peter Gibson the Managing
Director for Tiring Seafood.

Federal Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)
Minister Robert Thibault announced his
department will appeal the controversial
decision of BC Provincial Court Judge
William Kitchen in the Kapp case. More
than 140 commercial fishermen were
freed without fines or charges after they
fished during a closed period while
protesting an Aboriginal pilot sales fishery on the Fraser River.
"The pilot ales program has been an
Important component of the Aboriginal
Fisheries t Strategy since it was introducal in 1992," said Thibault. "It has
provided economic benefits for First
Nation communities. fostered self-sufficiency by building Aboriginal capacity,
and contributed to improved management of the Aboriginal fish
he said.
Called a "pilot" mks became it is being
conducted on a trial basis and is conmainly being reviewed, the fishery is a
target for commercial fishermen who
view the program as "race- based ". First
Nations leaders point to the Canadian
Constitution (section 35.1), which spells
out First Nations' priority access to the
salmon fishery for food, ceremonial and
societal uses.
As reported m the last Ha- Shilth -Sa
(August 14, 2003) DFO cancelled the
humans River Pilot Saks Agreement
with only one day's notice after Judge
Kitchen released his decision, resulting
in an estimated loss of more than
$300,010 to the local economy.
"DFO should never have cancelled our

By Denise Ambrose,

Central Region Reporter

I

T
Ar

-n Fish still jump at Grieg Seafood's fish farm near Esperanza

According tu Osborne, the gooseneck
barnacle commercial fishery has been
closed since May 30, 1999 duct DFO
concerns fit clack of catch reporting by
harvesters and the unknown impacts of

Certified
Gemini
AccguetuRF

Barristers & Solicitors
B.C. V9Y 7911

Phones 723.1993 - - Toll free 1. 977. 723.1993
Pars 723.1999

to

Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)
Minister Robert Thibault
announced his department will
appeal the controversial decision
of BC Provincial Court Judge
William Kitchen in the Kapp
"DFO could have taken the high road
and said 'we don't agree with this ruling
and were going to appeal it', and until
the appeals were all exhausted they'd
keep the pilot sales going," said
Tseshaht Chief Negotiator Richard
Watt. "I would like to see an agreement
that actually recognises our needs in one
package
or: don) have to go though
this all the time," he aid.
"We need to reach agreements that will
support the legitimate desire of First
Nation communities to enjoy economic
benefits from the fishery, and provide
certainty and stability for all participants," mid Thibault. "These arrangements must be coordinated within an
overall management homework that is
practical and effective and which takes
into account all fishing activities,' he
said.

harvesting on bonsai. habitat
The stock assessment work started in
t in mid- August and will continue in Clayoquot Sound and Kyuglot
over the next few weeks, weather persing. Samples are randomly selected, counted and measured. Data will be
gathered to show DFO the abundance
and biomass in each of the three areas
mingled
s If the results are positive, DFO may
issue an experimental license that may
mn for three to five year'. The fishery.
if opened, would be for an as yet
unknown number of harvesters, both
Nuu- chah -nulth and non -Nul -chahnuith, in Northwest Barclay Sound..
Southern l lay ...mot Sound and

Ill

NTC Central Region Fisheries
Biologist, Josie Osborne has been
busy these days weighing and
measuring gooseneck barnacles
in an effort to convince DFO
there is enough stock to open a
commercial harvest this fall.

BRAKER & CO.
5233 Rector Road
P.O. Boa 1180, Pon Alberni

agreements. They should have in good
faith continued with them and waited
for the appeal;' said Hupacmath Chief
Councillor Judy Sayers.' They were
only reacting
the public. The provincial noun is the lowest court in BC. Its
no- brainer to not only appeal but to
Past-track it," she said

Gooseneck Barnacle Harvest
May Open
Torino- NTC Central Region Fisheries
Biologist lode Osborne has been busy
these days weighing and measuring
gooseneck barnacles in an effort to connee DFO there,. enough stock to open
a commercial harvest this fall

-=aiag1FFi

A

DFO announces Appeal

I

Ky mom!

Osborne expects to hear news about

September. If all goes well, she
hopeful there will be harvesting opening
ill October.

Degruehy, Norton & Co.
"Specializing in First Nations

taxation, auditing &
.Dan Legg, CGA, CAFM

lay

R.

Norton, FCGA, CAFM

strategic management

planning."

Cory McIntosh, CGA, CAFM

Personal injury litigation, including motor
vehicle accident Injury claims

Bus.: (250) 724 -0185
Fax: (250)

724 -1774

a

possible opening sometime in late

2nd Floor, 4445 Gertrude St
Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 617

Huu- ay -aht constructing Working Forest No Friend
of First Nations
a constitution
By David Wïwchar

Southern Region Reporter

members exploring and researching various constitions from different commonk.. as well as different
nt models
and thoughts about governance,

By Ari Joyce

for Ha- Shilth -Sa

.

The Huu- ay -aht First Nation has been
working to construct their own constitution through consultations with their
members and questionnaires.
According to Constitution Committee
Chairperson Angela Wesley, work
towards a Huu- ay -aht Constitution started in 2001 with direction from
members.
The Committee (Jeff Cook, Stella
Peters, Tom Happynook, and Angela
Wesley) has always followed a basic
premise that this process of constitutional development will, and must, be
strongly grounded in the community. In
order for members to respect, understand
and feel that they arc pan of whet will
he our 'ultimate law', it is
critical to include the thoughts and ideas
of members throughout the process,"
said Wesley. "Over the past number of
years our community has been moving
wards greater and greater involvement
of our Ile -wiih in the operations and
decision- making of our contemporary
government. As the vvolopnum of our
nation o
continues,
are trying to find
the way to make the best of both worlds'
ecogrttzing that although the world
around us is constantly changing, we
come from a rich history and past where
we had a very strong groaning
g system
that worked well for our society for
thousands of years. The challenge to us
as a nation is to find a way to bring the
principles, values and basic structure of
that system forward into today's world so
that we can hold on to o system that
worked for us and is recognized by us as
a people," she said.

We are trying to find the way to
make the best of both worlds'

recognizing that although the
world around us is constantly
changing, we come from a rich
history and past where we had a
very strong governing system that
worked well for our society for
thousands of years," said Wesley.
"From the point of view of the Mesa.
nulth treaty negotiation, our Nation is
required to have a community constitution in place by the time the Final
Agreement is signed. But this is not the
primary reason we feel it's important for
Huu-ay -aht to have our own constitution
in place," said Wesley. "This is important
to Huu- ay-aht because our constitution
will be our highest law and we want it to
be based on whet we as Huu -ay -alit
want our government to look like and
how we as Huu- ay -aht want our system
to operate and what the principles and
values (the basis) of our government will
be. The Indian Act system that was
imposed upon us clearly does not reflect
our values and is not based upon who we
are as a people. In order for our people
to achieve our objectives (social. political, economic), and to reach one historic
greatness, and survive and prosper in our
tenitries where our Ira -wiih and their
Ha- honithee are recognized and respected, we want our constitution and governing system/structure to strongly reflect
who we are and to have our members
both feel a pan of, and understand their
place within that government," she said
The process began with committee

"This is Important to Huu- ay -aht
because our constitution will be
our highest law and we want it to
be based on what we as Huu -ayaht want our government to
look like and how we as Huu -ayaht want our system to operate
and what the principles and vales (the basis) of our government
will be," said Wesley.
"Wo shared some

Its the fatal flaw in Western thinking.
Litho we have industry, jobs and
poisoned environment, OR we have
lush ancient rainforests and no economy. If Mc "open for business" BC
Liberals have their way, it's the forests
that will have to go.
In the fall sitting of the BC Legislature,
the Liberals hope to fast -track the
'Working Forest' legislation. This new

legal designation will essentially pees.,
tize the province's 45 million hectares
of Crown Land in the guise of creating
o king forest land base."

of the results of our

research with our community at a meeting in March in PowerPoint format to
introduce some discussions we were
planning to have with community members, and our members reconfirmed
direction to the Constitution Committee
with our conatauricml
development work," said Wesley. "A
questionnaire was developed to begin to
ask some questions of membership
regarding some basic constitutional mat ors so that we can start to put
the framework of our constitution
together with input from our members.
The questionnaire is certainly not inclusive of everything that will ultimately
be contained within a constitution, however, it as felt best not to overwhelm
bers with too many questions at
once on what will be s
very complex topics. We took this opportunity to
begin to 'reconnect. with our members,
some of whom have been away from
home for many years," she said.
With an estimated 75% of the 570 linoy ht numbers living
yf
home, Trudy Warner traveled with the
questionnaire
visit members in
Pachcna 'Santa. Port Alberni, Parksville,
Nanaimo, Victoria, Vancouver and into
the United States, spending a couple of
hours with each person or group she

In the fall sitting of the BC
Legislature, the Liberals hope to
fast -track the 'Working Forest'
legislation. This new legal desknation will essentially privatize
the province's 45 million
hectares of Crown Land in the
guise of creating a "working forest land base."
The goal? According to the government's Working Forest discussion paper,
certainty on the land base
for the forest
and other
This increased certainty apparently does
not apply to First Nations or the
m industry.

could be required ro
Comm,
financially compensate logging corporations to set aside tribal lands, parks, old
growth forests, or watershed reserves.
This mimics the Chapter 11 clause of
NAFTA, which allows corporations to
sue for "potential lost revenues."
By increasing the corporate right to
compensation, First Nations land claim
costs could spiral into the millions of
dollars. All of Ibis ignores the fact that,
in Me absence of treaties, First Nations
lands in BC have never legally been
ceded to the Crown is the first place.

mot

"By making this a community -hard
process, we hope that by the time a document is ready for a community vote
that Hun ay -aht members will under stand and will have provided input on
the principle.. values and structure of
our future govemment and how that
constitution relates to us as a people, as
opposed to adopting another foreign
system," said Wesley.
While more than 50°0 of ION members have been contacted directly so far,
the committee is trying to reach more
mahouts and follow up phone
cans.
The HFN Constitution Committee has
started to review the results of the questionnaires and hopes to begin to do
some drafting early in September, as
well as develop a workplm for the next
two years, concluding with a community

vnt.

The HFN Constitution
Committee has started to review
the results of the questionnaires
and hope to begin to do some
drafting early in September, as
well as develop a workplan for
the next two years, concluding
with a community vote.
"I

think that the Committee as a whole

By increasing the corporate
right to compensation, First
Nations land claim costs could
spiral into the millions of dollars.
All of this ignores the fact that,
in the absence of treaties, First
Nations lands in BC have never
legally been ceded to the Crown
in the first place.
auh
The Working Forst legislation will
create permanent logging zones with
legal provisions to seriously constrain-if
not prevent altogether -any change a
from resource extraction to other uses.

agrees that we have a big job ahead of
us including: conducting (and reviving) research on our traditional government system; researching ontempuary g
t systems, continuing
to itch out toour members to seek
input and promote understanding of
various aspects/chapters of the COMAtution throughout its development, and
drafting and re-drafting," said Wesley.
"The document will likely turn into a
ass looking document, so our chalhinge will be to make sure it still
reflects who we are and what we want
a Nation," she said.
for our future
that
all of this is a very
"We recognize
b

Reassurances from Stan Hagen,
Minister of Sustainable Resource
Management, that the Working Forest
"will of limit negotiations with First
Nations in the treaty process" ring hollow when examined closely.
"Anyone can talk with the government,
that. not the concern.' says Ken Wu,
executive director of the Western
Canada Wilderness Committee. "The
five mechanisms the Working Forest
would
ld employ to enhance corporate certainty over First Nations' mended
forests would hugely affect their ability
to regain control
ntrol over those forests."
The Working Forest discussion paper
claims there are no provisions for
additional compensation beyond existing law, primarily the Forest Act of
1978. Current provincial law states only
that when 5% or more of a company's
Allowable Annual Cut (AAC) is
removed, the company must be comgemmed. By increasing legal certainty
of the corpora "right to profit" from
the forest, companies could argue ìn
court for larger settlements in exchange
for legally ceded tribal lands.
The BC Liberals coot blame environmental groups for crying wolf without
offering any solution. The Coalition for
Sustainable Forest Solutions, spearheaded by West Coast Environmental Law,
has offered an alternative policy. The
proposed Forest Solutions for ustainable
Communities Act, presented this spring
as a Private Members' bill, is a much needed 180 -degree rum from the
Working Forest.
Rather than emphasizing the cornrow
"tight" to compensation, the proposed
Act states that the "process of allocating
resources must reflect the prior
of First Nations with aboriginal title to t
the land" The government of BC, it
argues, "must develop new mechanisms
to share resource decision- making with
First Nations, including. determination
of annual allowable cut, tenure alloeaand land use planning"
For ion- aMmgimal,. the Forest
Solutions Act would rum more control
over to local communities Io ensure the
benefits of the resource den Just
sported. Yet under the Liberals' Forest
Revitalization Act, local milling requirements were removed on May 30 this
This is bad news for communities
already reeling from the nylon.? the
US softwood lumber dispute.
It all reminds one of the old biblical
proverb that warns of those who
"frame fro ble by decree."
According to Ken Wu, "De facto privatization is what the BC Liberal
government intends on First Nations
lands all over the province."
,

lenge

strong objective, but this is what is
driving us as a Committee and as
Nation. This is a tremendous chat
for our Nation; to seek to learn
moree about our past and how and why
structures worked for
our
m, and to document ill But we are
going to make our best efforts to bring
our past, present and future worlds
together for the benefit of Huu -ayaht
now and into the future. We are not
waning this work today, generations of
ling.,' -abt before us led us along this
path towards regaining control over
our own lives," she said.
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Provincial cuts to hurt
land claims research
70'
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Province targets Treaty land
settlements on Vancouver
Island by the closure of
Victoria Land Title Office First Nations accuse
I Government of changing its
tune again.
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Ha'wiih Howard Tom, Ray Stitcher and Bruce Frank
sign the boundary agreement with Toquaht -User Ila'willh Bert !Hack
la -o- qui -aht

Tla -o- qui -aht and Toquaht
Sign Historic Agreement
He remembered a time during the late
1960's or early 1970's when all NCN
First Nations gathered is Pon Alberni,

By Denise Ambrose
Central Region Reporter

Toquaht Tyee He- wilth, Bert
Mack met with Tla- o- qui -aht First
Nation (TFN) Hi wiih on August 12th
to sign an historic boundary agreement
between the two neighboring First
Nations.
The agreement, the first of its kind
amongst Nunchah -nulth First Nations
since treaty negotiations began outlines
the agreed -upon boundary guided mainly by height of land and flow of
drainages says Bruce Frank of TFN
"lands with drainages flowing west
belong to TFN while east-flowing
drainages belong to Toquaht" explained
Frank.

Ucluelet

-
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The agreement, the first alias
kind amongst Nuu -shah -nulth
First Nations since treaty negotiations began, outlines the agreedupon boundary guided mainly by
height of land and flow of
drainages says Bruce Frank of
TFN. -Lands with drainages
flowing west belong to TFN while
east -Bowing drainages belong to
Toquaht," he explained.
The meeting opened with a prayer by
TEN Elder. Ernest David Brace Frank
provided a brief history that led up to
the calling erne current agreement
Prior to treaty negotiations Toquaht and
TFN, had a mutually accepted boundary
scaled with a handshake between the
Chiefs. With the start of treaty nano.tiom in 1993 came boundary maps
tabled by the individual NCN Nations
that illustrated overlaps. There were litIle overlap issues between TFN and
Toquaht but what was there was
resolved through meetings of the
Hé wiih and elders.
'The agreement says there is no dispute about our boundary," said Frank.
"The Ha wiih agree the boundary overlap has been remised through the sharing of historical information and is guided by the height of land and the flow of
rivers."
Chief lien Mack is pleased with the
agreement saying he does not like to
prolong disputes. 'These disputer are
happening all over today and we need to
remember we have relatives living in
each others communities and disputes
amongst us cause hardships," he said.

Chief Bert Mack pleased with
the agreement saying he does not
like to prolong disputes. "These
disputes are happening all over
today and we need to remember
we have relatives living in each
others communities and disputes
amongst us cause hardships," he
said.
is

The individual First Nations brought
maps outlining their boundaries in
preparation for land claims. 'There
was no dispute at all at that time," he
hat happened
Claimed. "I don't keno
to the tapes of that meeting but if they
are still in existence I don't think there
would he any dispute today."
Ile added that the document would
serve to protect future generations
from these struggles. "This document
shows that the dispute is settled and
it's ratified. It can be shown to anyone in the future and it is binding."
TFN Ha'wilth, Howard Tom said he
was glad the issue is resolved reminding the people that 'while we are disporing these things Mamulthnee are
taking up our foreshore leases.'
"With many at the NTC in conflict it
is
to see that work like this is
being ecarried out and that difficulties
can be overcome," said NTC Treaty
Manager, Cliff Ailco Junior.
A signing ceremony was carved out
with Chief Bert Mack signing on
behalf of Togoohl and Chiefs Gorge
Frank, Bruce Frank, Howard Tom,
Robert Manin. Ray Seitcher, and
Jasper Frank signing on behalf of
TFN. Each First Nation will retain an
original signed copy while the remain
ing originals will be sent to the Nuu chah -lulu Tribal Council, the British
Columbia Treaty Commission, the federal government and the provincial
government.
TFN concluded with the singing of a
celebratory song and asked the NTC
Treaty Manager to invite Nuu -chahnulth First Nations to a lunch hosted
by both First Nations. The Chiefs said
they want to explain to everyone their
'precedent-setting' agreement The
date and time of the lunch will be
announced.

By Kevin Doyle
for Ha- Shilth -Sa
First Nations in Treaty negotiations in
the process of selecting seulement lands
on Vancouver Island arc up in arms
about the impact of the proposed closure
of the Victoria Land Title Office "LTO ")
on their ability to select land.
Buried in the vaults of the LTO are old
original paper copies of the titles as they
were minimally registered at the turn of
the last century These paper copies contain evidence of lands reserved for
Indians old village sites and other ono,
manors critical lo the preparation of specific claims and for the selection of lands
available for Treaty settlement.
The Provincial Government has
announced closure of the Victoria LTO
effective April 1st 2004 allegedly as pan
of its overall strategy to reduce expenditures, but some First Nations leaders sure,
peat a hidden agenda.
The government proposes to transfer
records which have been in the Victoria
LTO for over a century to New
Westminster LTO. It also plans to restrict
public access to records crucial for First
Nations: record which have been available for public inspection for 137 years.
In effect, if not in intent, this will have a
devastating impact on the ability of First
Nations to proceed with their Treaty
negotiations and spes'itc claims.
When in opposition, Liberal MLA Geoff
Plant demanded the NDP Attorney
General "can give me an assurance that it
is not intended to make access to the
Land Title Office any more restrictive
than it is now, land] that the same level
of accuracy that exists now in the system
with respect to land title information will
continue to exist".
"Yet again the Government is changing
its rte. The Government's proposal to
close the Victoria Land Title Office is a
complete reversal of what it said in
Opposition," said Hupacanoth Chief
Councillor Judy Sayers. "Iii. doing the
opposite of what it said it was concerned
about five years ago. Implementing closure now is deliberately risking inaecr, racies in the system that the then
Opposition was worried about. Was it
hypocritical in its questions then or in its
actions now - or both?" she said.
"If this move goes ahead see may never
discover the truth about the past. To
move old paper record presently in the
Victoria LTO to New Westminster would
have a profoundly negative impact not
just on the cost of prosecuting our claims
but would destroy the integrity of the
document holdings which have been in
place for over a century. Restricting publit access to public documents - in the
name Government budget economies is
awed with grave suspicion by First
Nations. Does the Government have,
hidden agenda r" Sayers asked.
his estimated that land claims, specific
claims and or reserve land claims
research costs will more than quadruple
if records are moved off Island to New
(

Westminster.
The researchers that First Nations cur minty employ would have to travel to
New Westminster at an obviously significon increase in costs. It takes many
years of familiarity with the records to
gain the skills to carry out the research
properly and efficiently. If First Nations
had to hire expertise in the Lower
Mainland a will lake time for the new
researchers to 'get up to speed" at extra
cost to First Nations. Additionally land
title agents in New Westminster already
charge more than their colleagues in
Victoria. And when the researchers
Mend there they will not, if the
Government's plans are implemented, be
allowed to view the original documents
m their integrity.

It is estimated that land claims,
specific claims and or reserve
land claims research costs will
more than quadruple.
"Closing of the Victoria Land Titles
Office is an unconscionable transfer of
costs to First Nations, the poorest people
in British Columbia," said Ditidaht
Chief Councillor lack Thompson. "We
have a number of issues pending that
require mous to historical records.
These m out of litigation as well as
our treaty negotiations. We have no way
of knowing how much this will increase
our costs for this research, but it could
easily be by a factor of fora particularly
if we have to pay to have Counsel to
travel to the mainland in order to ensure
the degree of certification required," he
said.

In addition to our treaty negotiations

requirements, our interests in and with
then
community of Port Renfrew require
frequentscc
to both current tide
information as well as historical dnumentation,"said Marvin McClurg, Chief
Treaty Negotiator of the Pacheedaht
First Nation. "The additional cost of
having to go to New Westminster would
pan us in a "Catch 22" situation. Every
additional dollar in administrative costs
ends up as a reduction of services critical lover people, yet we are obligated
to do due diligence in the legal interests
of our Nation," the said.
Any loss of the integrity of the records
presently in the Victoria Land Registry
would lead to set backs for the presently
ongoing litigation and negotiations
regarding contemporary reserve land
claims. Wherever documents are transfined there is bound to he a time lag in
their accessibility. If transferred to New
Westminster First Nations researchers
estimate there could be a time lag of 2 -3
years before records were available
again, unless the Government hires a
significant number of extra Buff to
time lag in accessibiliensure there is
ty. As costs savings on the operation of
the Victoria LTO is the .stated rationale
for the closure of the Victoria office it
would be self defeating to have to incur
extra staffing in New Westminster to
maintain access to the records. If the
LTO records are transferred to the
Provincial Archives there would likely
also be e significant time lag before they
were accessible Typically the Provincial
Archives are always at least one to three
ears behind in processing its new holdinns. with some documents having never

been accessioned due to cost.

Education

- ha-ho-pa

Back -to- school tips
There are several things parents can do
to cant the
back -to- school transition for their child:
Begin a new routine. Consider having
your child shift to their school
bedtime routine about a week before the
first day of school. This way, they
have time to adjust.
Take a school tour. Contact your
school to see if you can arrange a time
to take your child fora walk through the
school. Help them find their
classroom, the bathroom, the lunchroom
and other places they may have
concerns about locating.
Stan the year with the regular walk or
school bus routine. Walking with
your child to school or waiting for the
bus with them will help them
establish thew new routine.
Ile positive. Acknowledge and talk to
your child about the mixed emotions
they may be feeling as the school year
approaches. Remind them of the
friends they will meet, the new things
they will learn and the wonderful
experiences they will have.
Arrange a play -date. If possible,
organize a play-date with your child and
another child from their school or program no they will are a familiar fa e
on the first day.

Choose clothes for school early. Have
your child select their outfit the
night before. This helps start the next
morning o0 on a calm, routine note.
Try designating regular times for family reading. During these times,
everyone in the house sits down for
some uninterrupted reading time, either
alone or together.
Create a homework routine. Have a
regular place and time for your child to
do homework, tutu off the TV, and set a
good example by reading or work on a
project of your own.
Make time for discussion. Focus on
your child at the end of the day. Ask
questions and listen about how their day
went and what the highlights were.
Meet your child's teacher and school
principal. You can get valuable
insight into your child's progress through
informal chats with school staff.
Stay active. This is the time of year
where children start to spend a lot
mom flint sitting inside. tan to the park
together, play catch or walk to
school - keep lit
Get involved in the school community.
Consider contacting your local
school hoard for the Parent Advisory
Council at your child's school for
volunteer opportunities.

ELEMENTARY SECONDARY ACTIVITY,
COURSE & MATERIAL FEES
A reminder to parents as the new school year begins, that the schools
should not he asking you to pay for regular education activities. You have
already paid for your children's education through the taxes you pay.
Secondary schools usually charge an activity fee for e scheduler and a
combination lock. It is optional to pay this fee.
Secondary schools may also charge students a textbook fee.
Textbooks can only be withheld if the fee has not been paid and the student did not return all the last year's textbooks.
Schools and/or teachers may want to charge fees for course materials.
Only if a student wishes to make a project with better than basic materials
hould there be any material costs.
There should also be no charges for activities that are part of a course
itch a field trips or activities away from the school.
f you have any questions, please call Eileen Haggard or Blab Thompson
at the NTC office, 250.724.5757
.

ATTENTION HESQUIAHT STUDENTS
The Ilesquiahl First Nation will again be providing:
- a school supply allowance to all of our school age hand members.
- Incentive allowance for our band members in grades 7 - 12.
Please contact the hand office (670 -1100) for an application form, or you
can pick one up at the Pon Alberni Friendship Centre front desk.
Please note the deadline for application into both of the above programs
is September 30 (no late applications will be processed).
For more information, please contact Lynette Barbosa at 723 -8403.

at-P
in

Sizes

Accessories

Casual Wear - Formal Wear
for Boys & Girls

7 to 16

London Blues - Point Zero - Joe Boxer (these are just a fern brands)
Hours 9:00 - 5:00 Monday to Thursday
9:00 - 9:00 Friday
10:00 - 5:00 Saturday
4815 Johnston Road, Port Alberni, B.C. 723-7905

-
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First Scientists premieres on Discovery
By David Wlwchor

Southern Region Reporter
The First Selenrirrr, n documenary on
Aboriginal technologies across Canada
will be shown on the Discovery Channel
on Friday, September 26th.
Featuring segments on Joe and Carl
Martin's canoe building in Torino.
Mowachaht / Muchalaht's fish weirs in
Gold River, and Hupacasath's Cho Kwa canoe tours in the Alberni Inlet, the
film by Mark Sandiford explores many
Indigenous technologies still in use in
Canada because of their perfect fit with
the landscape and resources.
First Scientists will air Friday,
September 2Mh on An Discovery
Channel at 7 pm (Pacific time) and
again on Saturday, September 27th al
midnight.
Another newly -released film also
includes a Nuu -shah -nulth perspective,
this time on genetic engineering and
y.
protection of intellt anal property.
The Leech and the Earthworm, a film
by Marc Silver and Men Pugh and produced by Debra Bony involves interviews with Larry Baird and Cosmos and
Katherine Frank an they discuss the misuse of their blood samples by De Ryk
Ward who collected 883 Nuu-shah -nulth
blood samples under the guise of a
rheumatoid arthritis study. The blood
was ultimately used fora variety of
unrelated studio in genetic anthropology without the consent of donors.

lo The Leech and the Eorthovrm,
nous peoples voice their views on
Indigenous
Wetem sctmce.
gear
ally-engineered future! and fiits deep
links with corporate profita and globale. The Leech and the Earthworm is
a journey that combines pass
tiques of a future threatened by genetic
ring and shares liming alter.
engineering.
with
tives c globalized m Deal
stunning visuals and music from around
the world. The Leech and the

&mammon is provocative film that
inspires to to ask serious questions of
the collective illusion we call no
"Progress".
Filmed in New Zealand, Nevada, San
Francisco, South Dakota, Venom..
Johannesburg, and Vancouver Island, the
British filmmakers travelled the world to
a documentary that tell the story
of scientific colonial oppression.
The video has not been widely released
yet, but more infirmation on the project
an be found aide Indigenous Peoples
Council on Biocolonial wcbsite ar
Mipl/ ipcb .org/publicationsbidedfiles/fil

ce

m

project html

And on another note, Whole Rider, a
Maori movie that according to Denny
Derocher "feels just like bane-, will he
shown at the Pott Alberni theatre for one
showing only on October ISM at 7 pm
as pert of a local film festival. Advance
tickets are available al the Alberni
Museum and the Rollin Arts Centre on
Argyle.

Ahousaht Dinner unites
Youth and Elders
By Denise Ambrose
Central Region Reporter

Ahousaht - The community of Ahousaht
gathered fora dime.. August 13th
primarily to celebrate the conclusion of
the 2003 cana journey from Ahousaht
Ill Tulalip, WA, USA. Luke Allot said
grace as the people were served their
dinners

The community of Ahousaht
gathered for a dinner on August
13th primarily to celebrate the
conclusion of the 2003 canoe
journey from Ahousaht to
1Llalip, WA, USA.
.

Chief Councillor, Anne 'Ill,, said the
lam canoe arrived home on August 12th
Waking this day an appropriate time to
celebrate the safe arrival of all parties
pants.
Angus Campbell said Ahousaht has
plenty to be proud of on this year's
canoe journey despite rumours about
negative aspects. "That (rumours) needs
lo stop now: there's a lot of positive
mine the people of Ahousaht did on the
canoe journey. It was an awesome trip!"

Angus Campbell said Ahousaht
has plenty to be proud of on this
year's canoe journey despite
rumours about negative aspects.

"That (rumours) needs to stop
now; there's a lot of positive
things the people of Ahousaht did
on the canoe journey. It was an
awesome trip!"

Many individuals came forward to
acknowledge the efforts of those who
tonk extra measurcs to ensure the trip
was a success. Operators of escort
boats, cooks, and those who set up and
packed up campsites were thanked for
their hard work.
Murray John Sr. presented a carved
mask to the family of Edwin Frank Sr.
thanking him for taking their family
canoe, the Kelthsmaht Queen aboard his
boat and bringing it safely home.
While the dinner was mainly in honour
of the canoe- pulling crews, other reasons to celebrate were quickly pointed
out Birthdays were acknowledged and
the community prayed for the safe
return of Ahousaht's food fishing crew.
On a sad note, a collection was taken
up for Swan and Webster family who
lost an infant boy that day. Anne Atlo
reminded the people to think especially
of Gene Webster, grandmother of the
baby boy. "Who is always in the kitchen
helping out when we need volunteers?"
she asked, "Gene is always there for us
so let's be there for her."
Each of the people that helped to make
the diner a success was thanked. The
last congratulations went out to Diane
Smith on the bash of her son that day.
Organizer, Arlene Paul said binding for
the diner was provided through a
Social Development & Health proposal.
The gram allowed organizers to plan an
event that would brig youth and Elders
together in a positive atmosphere of
sharing and fun. Of the mom journey
she said people would always speak of
The community
it as a positive
canoe jouryear's
to
ileac
next
looks forward
ney tentatively set to take place in
Kingeome Inlet.
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The view from here: Alaskans show

benefits and problems of the future

ri

By David )Nwchar
Ha- Shilth -Sa Manager

/

Editor

The experience of Alaskan First
Nations is a window into the future
post-truly world in British Columbia.
The land and cash settlement reached
between the governments of the United
States, State of Alaska, and many
Alaskan tribes is similar to what the
governments of Canada and British
Columbia are looking towards in the
BC treaty process.
The Alaska Native Claims Settlement
of 1971 extinguished Native claims to
almost all of Alaska in exchange for
approximately one -ninth of the state's
land (44 million acres) plus $962.5 million (US$)in compensation.
First Nations in each area of Alaska
face different issues, but the central idea
of using natural resources to fund comenmity endeavours rims strong through ut both Native and non -Native comes here.

of /lo- Shish,
exploring
some
of those
Sa. Welt be
successes and failures thanks to insights
gained during a recent Institute of
Journalism in Natural Resources fellowship tour of Alaska for ten reporters,
including myself.
From Bristol Bay to the B.C. border,
natural resources issues drive both the
economy and collective psyche in
Alaska Whether it's the fisheries,
forestry, or oil and gas industry, everyone in Alaska hm a vested interest and
Over the next 2w issues

strong opinion.
Because of the strength of Alaska's
o state
resource industries, Mere
sales lax, and every Alaskan man,
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By David If iwchar
Southern Region Reporter
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Thc memos and failures of Alaska's
Native peoples could provide a glimpse
to the future for British Columbia First
Nations working to setae land claims
and treaties.

woman. and child receives an annual
cheque for more than $1000 from the
interest
ed on oil and gas imams.
m
Thanks tocco
the Institute for Joualismes
and
their
funding
and Natural Resources
partners for providing a fellowship for a
select group of journalists to travel
throughout Alaska to team about name.
tmt issues, and relate those experiences
back to our readers
Over the next few issues we'll look at
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement and
the debate over subsistence rights, and
we'll compare these experiences to
issues currently being discussed in the
B.C. .treaty process
The political climate leading up to the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Agreement in 1971 is very similar to the
Trent political climate surrounding
treaty negotiations in B.C. The
ence of Alaskan First Nations is a window into the future here. and the successes, failures. and lessons learned in
Alaska are important as a comparison to
things happening in B.C.
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Tourism British Columbia
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On behalf of the

Aboriginal Tourism BC

Board & Staff, we would like to

Fm More

Information Contact
Aboriginal Tourism

BC

Congratulate the Winners of the
Toll Free:
15777662822

2nd Annual Aboriginal Tourism BC Awards!

In Vancouver.
604.980.1088

Many Thanks to all the people that participated
in the awards, the judges, presenters, youth

ambassadors, and Tourism Whistler.

Email:

info @atbc.bcaa

Thank you to the sponsors for making the
2003 Awards another success!
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Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Agreement: a model treaty?
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The Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act (ANCSA) of 1971 turned First
Nations into Native Corporations, giving
Native Alaskans a set amount of land
and cash from which they would guide
their own 'tames through owning their
own lands and resources.
Who Russia sold their holdings in the
Alaskan territories to the United States
government in 1867 for $7,200,000, the
sale covered the holdings of the Russian
American Fur Trading Company, but
Russia did not claim title
bulk of
Alaska's land, nor to the land occupied
by Native people. In the spring of 1867,
without consulting the original occupants of the region or obtaining title
through purchase or treaty, the sale was
completed. "Russia sold their rights to
govern Alaska but they did not sell the
land," according to Nelson Angapak,
Vice President of the Alaskan Federation
of Natives.
Soon after the United Slate purchased
Alaska, Congress ended the policy of
establishing treaties with Native
Americans. Asa result, Alaskan Natives
were similar to BC First Nations in not
having treaty -based lands or associated
rights.

III,,

Soon after the United States purchased Alaska, Congress ended
the policy of establishing treaties
with Native Americans. As a
result, Alaskan Natives were similar to BC First Nations in not
having treaty based lands or
associated rights.
The one brief reference made in the
treaty to Alaska's Native people
addressed neither the issue of status,
rights, or land ownership. It simply stated "the uncivilized tribes will be subject
to such laws and regulations as the
United States may, from time to time,
adopt in regard to aboriginal tribes in
that country." From that moment on, the

tlueal to Alaska Native rights shined
from Russia to the United States. But it
was not until the pawing of the Alaska
Statehood Act of 1958 that the issue was
directly addressed by the U.S. Congress.
This legislation, while acknowledging
the right of Natives to lands they used
and occupied, authorized the new state
government to select for its own use 103
million acres from the Territory's public
domain. With each selection by the state,
more Native lands were placed in loop
ardy
In the fall of 1966, over 250 leaders
from seventeen regional and local associtations came together in the first statewide meeting of Alaska Natives.
Overcoming a long history of distrust,
the Eskimo, Indian and Aleut represent.
lives at this mating unanimously recommended that a freeze be imposed on all
federal lands until Native claims were
resolved; that Congress enact legislation
settlingthe claims, and that there be consaltation with Natives at all levels prim
to any congressional action. The motion
was supported by leaden of the
Association on American Indian Affairs,

Thus, most urban -based Native leaders
saw the land as 'the key to a brighter
future." As expressed by Emil Notti,
AFN's first president, in commie
hands the land could enable the Native
Alaskans to 'actively participate in the
uric development of the
new
state.' Ina similar manner, cash compensation Flowing to the regional corposcholarships and
rations could provide schoships
in other ways assist shareholders to be
more effective in adapting to modem
economic conditions. For these reasons,
the AFN leadership eventually accepted
the corporate model as the beat means
for managing the land and money
expected from the settlement. Turning
that to the highly -charged question of
how such settlement monies and lands
were to be distributed, a decision was
made that the initial dispersal of funds
should be allocated according to the
population size of the 12 regions.

In April of 1971, President
Richard Nixon proposed to

Lr

algal

"Russia sold their rights to govern Alaska but they did not sell
the land," according to Nelson
Angapak, Vice President of the
Alaskan Federation of Natives.
venous religious groups, and similar
supporters of Native American Interests,
who also urged that no land transfers be
warded until the claims were settled
Following series of additional meeting,. the Alaska Federation of Natives
[AFN] was formally brought into being,
to provide a convincing united voice in
the effort of Alaska's Natives to achieve
a land claims settlement from the U.S.
Congress.
By 1967, Alaska Native groups laid
claim to 20 percent more land than
actually existed, and oil and gas companies refused to wade into the debate by
pursuing resource extraction permits.
The state faced a potentially severe crisis as resenues were declining, partly
because
freeze presented the
federal lands
issuance of oil l
from which it was to receive 90 percent
of federal revenue.
n a ì&
"The Mlle has mimed land we considred as ours," said Angapak.
m son
ered
President Nixon st ppnl in and acid
here would be no resource
activities in Alaska until our Native
claims were sled. That brought everyone to the table in a hurry, and the end
result was a settlement agreement," he
said.
.

"The state

has selected land we

considered as ours," said
Angapak. "Then President
Nixon stepped in and said there
would be no resource extraction
activities in Alaska until our
Native claims were settled. That
brought everyone to the table In
a hurry, and the end result was a
settlement agreement," he said.
Federal negotiators convinced Alaskan
leaders to adopt a corporate model, and
the lure ...cremate power and wealth
held considerable appeal to Native leaders who had been frustrated by years of
poverty. If the claims settlement meant
opening the door to the economic mainstram and enjoying its increased standard of living, then it was time to learn
how to use the tools of that structure.
While the corporate model had its problems, its appeal to the large majority of
AFN leaders remained substantial.

Congress a settlement in which
Alaska Natives were to receive 44
million acres of land (an area the
size of Washington State), and
almost SI billion (US$).
In April of 1971, President Richard
Nixon proposed to Congress a settlement in which Alaska Natives were ta
receive 44 million acres of land tan area
the size of Washington State), and
almost $lbillion. Major recipients
would be 12 regional corporations.
Following final conference committee
review, the Alaska Native Claims

Salement Act was passed.
In the final version of the Settlement
Act. Native claims to almost all of
Alaska were extinguished in exchange
for approximately one -ninth of the
state's land (including surface and subsurface rights) plus $962.5 million in
compensation. Of the latter, $462.5 million was te come from the federal treasury and the rest from oil and mineral
arc- sharing from lands to which
title was to be extinguished

In the final version of the
Settlement Act, Native claims to
almost all of Alaska were extinguished in exchange for appro.mately one -ninth of the state's
land including surface and subsurface rights) plus $962.5 million in compensation.
Settlement benefits would be given to

dime with at least one -fourth Native
ancestry. Of the approximately 80,000
Natives enrolled under ANCSA, those
living in their ancestral villages
[approximately 2 Frets of the total]
would receive 100 shares in a village
corporation and 100 chares in the
regional corporation. The remaining
1 /3rd would be "at large" shareholders
with 100 shares in the regional corporation plus additional rights to revenue
from regional mineral and timber
resources The Alaska Native Allotment
Act was revoked and as yet unborn
Native children were excluded. 229 vile
lage corporations within twelve regional
corporations would administer the settlement. A thirteenth corporation composed of Natives who had left the state
would waive monas but not land.
To protect the land from estrangement,
no Native corporate shares could be
sold to non-Natives for 20 years - until
1991 - at which time all special restrictions would be removed Then non-

Natives would be eligible to become
shareholders, lands would be liable for
taxation by the state, and the regional
corporations would be open to the possi-

bility of takeovers.

At the time of passage, most
Native people were unaware of
the complexities of the bill, but
looked forward to having their
awn land and additional monies
that could be used to improve
their standard of living.
At the time of passage, most Native peoplc were unaware of the complexities of
1
the bill, but looked forward to having
their own land and additional monies
that could be used to improve their standard of living. Alaska Federation of
Shortly after purchasing the 100 -year old Orca Ray Cannery,
Native leaders were enthusiastic about
the fishery in Prince William Sound collapsed (after the 1989
the large settlement, feeling they had
Exxon Valdes oil spill), forcing the Eyak Corporation to close the
achieved a considerable accomplishment
cannery and sell the land and buildings.
under highly adverse conditions. The
limitations in the bill stemmed primarily
from the Chugach Alaska Corporation.
"Alaska Native lifestyle centers around
from pressures placed on them by the
vastly
different
from
activities that are
"But we built the corporation back up
government and petroleum industry forcthe business world," said the AFN's
$500 miland now we're bringing
ing them to make compromises not of
Julia Bowen. "Assimilation into the mrlion contracts to tan base support and
their choosing. They also saw the corpopine world is very difficult for Natives maintenance operations for the U.S.
rate solution both as a way to remove
who have previously had no contact with
military all over the world," she said.
themselves from the bureaucratic yoke of
20-year
restriction
such
a
world.
The
"We received 400,000 acres of forest
the Bureau of Indian Affairs (the
into
the
open
marperiod
from
entering
American equivalent to Indian and
land alongside the Tongass National
long
enough
for
Native
ket
is
not
Northern Affairs Canada) and as a new
Forest," said Dale Kanes, a former
to
understand
the
complexishareholder
to
maintain
their
cultool in the struggle
negotiator for his Tlingit Nation of
ties and implications involved in owning
here
Prince of Wales Island. "The fast
stock. Forcing Natives to defend themNot all, however, took an optimistic
thing we did was to bring in consultselves within a framework that they have
view. Critics feared that eventually the
ants to tell us how to log our lands.
not yet learned to understand is an injusregionals could be lain over by large
Now, 30 years later we have no hartice even when the framework, in theory,
multi -national corporations who wanted
moat* trees left, and the only ones
was intended to help them realize profits
the valuable lands and resources held by
that made any money were the confrom their land," she said.
the Native corporations.
sultants," he said.
Indeed, many village and regional corThe American corporate model has
porations have suffered huge losses
Not all, however, took an optibeen difficult for many Alaskan First
because of failed businesses and poor
mistic view. Critics feared that
Nations to implement Problems and
on plans.
resource
eventually the regionals could be
inevitable for any star -up
In the town of Cordova, near Prince
taken over by large multi- nationbusiness, and there will continue to be
William Sound the Eyak Corporation
ups and downs for the Alaska Native
al corporations who wanted the
suffered huge losses in the fisheries and
forestry sectors.
Corporations.
valuable lands and resources held
gn vg of
Shortly> after purchasing the 100. year
The climate tthat led to the signing
by the Native corporations.
the fishery
ld Orr Bay Caune
.'ment in 1971 is ten.
the ANCSA agreement
collapsed
(after
Ponce William Sound
ly similar to today's climate of treaty
The fear was that loss of this land would
forcing
oil
spill),
Exxon
Valdes
d
Me 9
negotiations in B.C.. Canadian federal
then be followed by destruction of
the
canto
close
Eyak
Corporation
the
negotiators claim they are not looking
Native alum and the rise of new class
land
and
buildings.
and
sell
the
nery
to apply the Alaska corporate model to
divisions minoring those of the larger
former
can.
Across the Sound from the
British Columbia First Nations, but
society. By this means, the government's
arc a checkerboard
nery,
the
mountains
long term goal of assimilating Alaska's
say they've studied it along with many
many
Eyak
an
eyesore
of
clear
cuts:
Native population into the larger mainother international treaties and settleangry
are
and
Cordova
residents
people
stream would finally be achieved. As
menu.
about.
summed up by Fred Bigjim, an limp.
"We started logging 50-acre patch cots
educator from Nome, "What is happenThe climate that led to the sign1998. We logged those areas at a time
in
is
not
a
in
Alaska
Native
people
ing to
ing of the ANCSA agreement in
when our trees were worth nothing, but
new- cosy, it is a now chapter in an old
1971 is eerily similar to days cliwe cut them down anyways," said Dune
story."
Unload. a member of the Eyak
mate of treaty negotiations in
A report commissioned by Indian and
Regional Corporation. "This is one of
B.C.. Canadian federal negotiaNorthern Affairs Canada (INAC) echoed
we
the few places on the planet where
tors claim they are not looking to
these concerns, and highlighted a number
thing,
the
tight
had the opportunity to do
of potentially serious problems with the
apply the Alaska corporate
it,"
he said.
but
we
blew
ANCSA model.
1

it
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The issues of shares and enrolment in
ANCSA corporations were confusing to
many people, while others thought the
idea of being a shareholder conflicted
with a true definition of Alaska Native.
As a result, many people report they
would gladly sell their shares to the
highest bidder, which could open up
ANCSA Corporations to non-Native con-

trol, thereby opening up Alaska Native
lands to non- Native control.
20 years after the enactment of ANCSA,
there are two types of Alaska Native,
ANCSA shareholder, and non -ANCSA
shareholder (those born after 1971k The
non ANCSA shareholder group will soon
represent a majority of the Alaska Native
population. And while many will inherit
shares from the parents or family Elders,
there is no 100510ty this will happen.

"We received 400,000 acres of
forest land alongside the Tongass
National Forest," said Dale
Kanen, a former negotiator for
his Tlingit Nation of Prince of
Wales Island. "The first thing we
did was to bring in consultants to
tell us how to log our lands. Now,
30 years later we base no bar vestable trees left, and the only
es that made any money were
the consultants," he said.
"We lost a cannery and a sawmill
when we filed for bankruptcy in 1992.
Sometimes you end up throwing good
money after bad," said Slam Burette

model to British Columbia First
Nations, but say they've studied
it along with many other international treaties and settlements.
Regardless of whether or not BC and
Canada are looking to Alaska for
answers, these are lessons to be
teamed from our northern neighbours
on the benefits and risks of corporaand the dangers of over- investment in turbulent resource industries.

In the next issue of Ha- Shilth -Su,
we II look at how Aboriginal rights
were replaced by "subsistence
rights' that apply to all Alaskans,
but remain a topic of heated
debate.

t
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Helma Swan Memorial

Sports

- aim -cap rats
Tseshaht skater continues to shine
By Sonja DrtJnvarer
for Ha- Shilth -Sa

Hall in Noah Bay.
In attendance
were people from

L

L
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Michelle Gallic of the Mount
Arrow smith Skating Club gets
special recognition for all of her
hard work and achievements.

not an easy process.
After much deliberation, the National
Selection Committee determined the
female and male national recipient for
the 2002 Tom Longboat Awards to be:
Sate -Lynne Knockwood INS. Tae
Kean -DO) and ladin Tam (NU,
Hockey). They were presented with their
awards a the 30th Canadian Sports
Awards in Toronto, Ontario, March
25th, 2003.
In honour of Michelle's accomplishments, the Aboriginal Sport Circle
proudly presented Michelle with a limited edition Tom Longboat Award
Medallion.
Chairperson, Alwyn Moms of the
Aboriginal Sport Circle said, "The ASC
believes that your commitment to personal excellence in sport and personal
growth, as well as your presence within

Aboriginal community, makes you
excellent role model for all Aboriginal
people, especially the youth."
Me

endeavours.

® House of

Huu- ay -aht on
September 13th, 2003 at 10:00 am
Also we are trying to update our mailing list.
Please call the Band Office Toll Free ®1-888-6644-4555 lit insure we have
your correct address.
THANK YOU
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Host Arnie Hunter performing the
face dance alongside the
Hinkeetsum
Brian Tate and Spencer McCarty with
Barbara Tate leading the ladies in the
shawl dance.

Quiieulo Nation was on the floor next
and had performed a number of differsongs and dances for the Swan lam.
s

an

"The accompanying medallion is handcarved. The image on the medallion is of
the fanned Onondaga runner. Tom
Longboat. Throughout his life, he spoke
proudly of his Aboriginal heritage and
held his head high in times of great
adversity. We honour his tradition by
presenting the Tom Longboat Awards to
Aboriginal athletes throughout Canada
who demonstrate a strong commitment
to personal development through athletic
achievement We are proud to honour
you with this medallion."
"We wish you the best of luck in the
future with your personal and athletic

General Membership Meeting

Primmer sender)...

qui -aht.

In honour of Michelle's accomplishments, the Aboriginal Sport
Circle proudly presented
Michelle with a limited edition
Tom Longboat Award Medallion.

Attention Huu- ay -aht First Nation Members

Dubin

Ahousaht.
Ditidaht. Quilcmc,
Navajo, and
Makah Nation.
Ilelma s family
iim on Vancouver
Island arc the Alex Frank family from
Tla-o- qui -aht, and mis was very evident
in the Family Curtain that was brought
Oct They are also 'clam! to Me Tate
family from Ditidaht and the tie was
shown through the Heligsub or
Hinkeetsum that they use and this also
comes from the Prank family of Tla -o-

Helma's family ties on
Vancouver Island are the Alex
Frank family from Tla- o- qui -aht,
and this was very evident in the
Family Curtain that was brought
out. They are also related to the
Tale family from Ditidaht and
the tie was shown through the
Ileligwb or Hinkeetsum that
they use and this also comes from
the Frank family of Tla- o -quiaht.
Helma's son Amie Hunter along with
his aunties Bessie Bain, Katherine
Johnson, Joyce Smythe, Deeds Swan
helped put this party together. The Swan
family seated several chiefs to witness
the occasion first to be seated was Bill
Lawrence for his uncle Buck Ciapanaho,
then Charlie Peterson, then Brian Tate
for his uncle Richard Tate, then Edgar
Charlie followed by Spencer McCarty.
Each of these individuals received a
Pendleton blanket and a beaded eagle
feather along with some money for witsling this occasion.
The party started with few welcome
dances and one of the dances is what the
Ahousaht's call Yaht YahO. the family
also used. Heligsub or Hinkeetsum performed by Roger Blain and Darryl
Moekishmm and Arnie Hunter performing with the facemask dance to open up
the hair to the visiting guests.
First on the floor was Ahousaht's Edgar
Charlie with the help of Hudson
Webster, Louie Joseph Sr. and Marshall
Thomas perforated several songs before
explaining their relationship to Helms
Swan. In Edgar's closing remarks he
states that, 'She teachings that I learned
are is that you are not an elder unless
you can speak your own language,
explain your genealogy and sing your
songs."
Ditidaht then took the floor with Ernie
and Jimmy Chester performing songs
that they own with the help of the
Ahousaht people and a few of the
Makah singers. The Chester's performed
what is known as "The Push dance"
with dancers from Ditidaht and Makah
our the floor, followed by their Heligsub
song and dance which was performed by

By Sheri Bonny
Chugach Alaska Corp. Chairperson

My name is Sheri Burette.
Chairman of the Board of Chugach

Party in her honour at the Cultural

Michelle Gallic a member of the
local club for eight years and 14
years of age has received special
recognition from the Aboriginal
Sport Circle.

To

w

held. Memorial

Circle. Daughter of Boyd and Val
Gallic, 14 -year old Michelle was nominated by the Tseshaht First Nation.
Michelle is currently at her Senior Silver
Level and is continuing to achieve the
Gold level.

Helping

Reporter

r.

Noah stay Saturday August
16, the family
tubers of the
late Helma Swan

Michelle Gallic, a member of the local
Mount Anowsmith Skating Club for the
past eight years, has received special
recognition from the Aboriginal Sport

In deteroe coins this years' winners, the
National selection committee reviewed
several criteria including demonstrating
a personal commitment to athletic development, positive community image,
concern for holistic development, and
personal athletic achievements
As a regional winner, this qualified
Michelle as a nominee for the national
award. The selection for the national
award was exciting and challenging
since all candidates demonstrated these
qualities. selecting just one winner was

By Brian Tate
Northern Regio

Lessons learned by the Chugach Alaska Corp.

ily.
The Woodruff family presented Anne
Hunter and family with many blankets
that had various wolf designs along
with many other gifts.
"Helms is missed in our homes, she
was always serious in her teachings and
traditions. We hope that you the family
picks this up, and we lock forward to
your visits and your participation in the
parties to come," said Frank Ward.
Frank Ward then introduced his adopted brother Gary Ward, Gary is in the
US Army and had spent 4 months in
Iraq. Gary has been a long time friend
of Franks and was adopted into the
Ward family, after this introduction and
announcement; a long line up was
formed by the people in the hall to
shake his hand and gave him some
money. Tears of happiness rolled down
Gary's face as the people hugged him
and shook his hand to welcome him
home from Iraq.

Frank Ward then introduced his
adopted brother Gary Ward,
Gary is in the US Army and had
spent 4 months in Iraq.
A long line up was formed by the
people in the hall to shake his
hand and gave him some money.
Tears of happiness rolled down
Gary's face as the people hugged
him and shook his hand to welcome him home from Iraq.
The Makah Heritage Society were up
and explained that Nelma was a log
time participant in the Makah Museum
and was instrumental in many ways
there. Helma's title at the museum was
Cultural Heritage Advisor where she
helped in Makah History and artifacts
as well as developing a book and trans
lated the gospel song "How Great Thou
Art" into Makah language. The Society
also said that "Helma's voice was used
on a ad called "3 Bears".
In closing the Swan family then performed several more songs and dances
before handing out all the gifts and final
acknowledgements of those that contributed to the party and to the Chiefs
and elders that stayed through the
whole event.

I

am

Alaska Corporation and a shareholder in
both Chugach and the Politick
Corpora
I am here to talk about our land,
which is at the ban of our culture and
our heritage and which was promised to
us under the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act as the comerstone of our
future. I hope to provide you with
broader perspective than the tired stories redundantly published pitting the
black hat developers against the white
hat preservationists with no hope for
middle ground.
Our land was taken from uw
without our consent, by the Russians,
who later sold it, again without our mineral, to the United States. Since men,
generations of my ancestors have fought
to regain ownership of that land and to
restore the rights of Natives to make
decisions about how wr use our land.
Relentless efforts by outside interests to
"save and preserve" lands in our region
are reallyj
another repeat of history
whereby an over riding federal agenda
seeks to once again break promises and
commitments gwwnd
to aboriginal people.
Background of Chuearh I and
Settlement
To really understand this story
we need to mver a bit of history, at
please bare with me while I cover the
background essential to fully develop an
understanding of this complex issue. In
1971, Native leaders were finally successful in reaching a settlement with the
United States on our land claims. But
we gave up much Although Alaska
Natives once owned all 365 million
acres of Alaska, Native land holdings
were reduced to 44 million acres (12 %)
under ANCSA to through entitlements
for to each of the Village and Regional
corporations.
Chugach Alaska Corporation,
formerly Chugach Natives, Inc., was
given an entitlement to 375,000 acres of
land, plus the subsurface under Village
Corporation lands. We accepted this settlement because we believed that the
United States would honour its commitment to return the land to w, and
because we believed that our people
would benefit from economic development of our land by the for -profit corporations created by this Congress as the
vehicles for Native all- dmemsimlioa.
But, we were not given the land
we were promised. Instead, we found
that much of the land in the region of
Chugach's entitlement had already been
made a national forest which they
ironically named after our people, called
Mc Chugach National Forest. As a
result, the only lands available for the
Chugach people to select were mown.
Wallops and glaciers with the valuable
lands being named for us but reserved to
I

the government.
In 1975, Chugach sued the
United States. In 1982, through the

efforts of the Elders who had obtained
the settlement and a new generation of
Natives who had college educations and
a degree of sophistication about the

political process, we reached a second
written settlement - the 1982 Chugach

-

Natives, Inc., Settlement Agreement
with the United States Department of
Interior and Agriculture, which finally
promised we our land and our rights of
access to it.

Many of the elders
responsible for ANCSA are
and it has been almost over
since the second seulemenl

who were
gone now,
20 years
was agreed

to. But Chugach continues too fight
efforts to frustrate Chugach's ability to
access and use its land as it deems
appropriate. A land settlement without
the ability of the owners of that land to
access it and use it, as we deem appropone is a sham. It cannot fall to my
r -told daughter to complete the
work her great -grandfather began. It
must be resolved now. The right of
Chugach to access and make its own
decisions about its I.ds must be maintained or the efforts of those before me
have been in vain.
I will over two examples of
how over the past few years Chugach
has had to continue to amen its rights to
a settlement that in 1982 was believed to
be final, meaningful and just. These arc
seem settlement lands at Carbon
ain and Katalla, Federal land
Mounto

management policies including the roadless talc and Chugach Forest Plan
Revision, and the bona back of village
corporation lands through the Exxon
Valdez Oil spill Trustees program. All
of these issues have all been mooned in
local and national media, but rarely do I
see a fairly represented perspective from
Chugach.
J:ase k l' Aecess to Settlement land at
Carbon Mountain and Mall &
Access to specific tracts of land
at Katalla and Carbon Mountain was
promised in writing in the 1982 settle tent Without access, the 73,0W -acreact at Carbon Mountain is of limited
value and the signatories to the settlement understood that it would be worthless. Ina recent radio interview, one of
our °tides
used us of seeking this
easement because it makes our land
more valuable. But this is not true. In
order to make any meaningful use of our
land at Carbon Mountain, we must have
the access we were promised. What
land owner would think otherwise?
The good news is that Chugach
has perfected access rights to both of
these tracts. The had news is that
Chugach endured continuous efforts to
frustrate the settlement agreement from
both within and outside the Federal
Agencies.
We have been requires to do
twice the studies of any other road built
in a national forest. In the process of
negotiations for this easement, the government lawyer mid, "We don't want
you to have this easement", and suggested that once an easement is granted,
Chugach should begin discussing. ale
or trade of our land in Carbon Mountain
and Prince William Sound.
At Katalla, in spice of efforts to
I

minimize the footprint on Federal surface by directionally drilling from a private in holding and using an existing oil
and gas exploration (aid. it took over
two years to obtain a permit for exploration. Chugach has endured the negative impacts of oil and gas development
in Alaska. It would be just and fitting
for Chugach, as owners of the nil and
gas estate at Katalla to finally directly
benefit for carefully planned and excel,
ed oil and gas exploration and development In the early Wars Katalla had
from 6,000 to 10,000 people living
there, dozens of producing oil wells and
a refinery. Exploration has occurred
there on and off this century. Barges
have traversed the ricer and brought
drilling rigs in. In spite of all this past
development, the Katalla River fishery
1

remains productive and healthy and
wildlife abounds. So given this proven
resilience of the ecosystem and current
stringent regulatory programs ashy the
pational efforts seek to stop us?
Irrespective of the hype and
accumnons. in both of these examples
Chugach has taken extraordinary steps to
do right by the public resources
involved. At Carbon Mountain we
rated the road Patio an
four
miles am considerable cot to avoid sensu.
tive fish habitat, and at Katalla plans arc
to use
sting footprint from pact exploration by using state of the art horizontal
drilling which is far more costly Ian
conventional drilling but treads lightly
on the land.
The people of the Chugach
Region have inhabited this area for one
7,000 years and deserve to be able to r
access and utilize it.

Case

N

2' Land Buybacks and

the Undoing of ANCSA
When the devastating Exxon Valdez nil
spell happened in our beautiful and abundant waters, the spotlight was on our
home anti lives. The world got a good
look at the Prince William Sound, and
many people decided that their opinions
about what is best for everyone are more
important than those of the owners of the
property. There is a war being waged
against the continued prWate ownership
gibs land. We are witness to this by
the treatment that we have received from
the Federal agencies, which give more
weight to the views of environmental
tats than they do to their obligations
to the Native people.
This attack on Native tights
pours salt on the wounds that are left in
the wake of the horrendous environmeni tal disaster that not only crippled the
economies of the communities surrounding the mill. but also casts a dark shad
ow over a lifestyle dependent on the precious resources provided by the waters
of the Prince William Sound.
The far that Exxon Corporation
has used legal tactics for the past ten 14
years to avoid paying billions of dollars
to the people of the affected area is crimnot
assists the government in
creating a land grab. Using the Exxon
Valdez Oilspill Settlement (EVOS) fund,
the state and federal governments have
been extinguishing Native land ownership in Prince William Sound. These
EVOS acquired lands are really nothing
more than a park. ANCSA promised us
land and economic development.
In
region, close to a quarter
million acres of surface estate were
acquired for conservation purposes, yet
Chugach, not willing to sell its ANCSA
land, still owns the subsurface estate
(mineral, oil, gas, stone. a o.).
The EVOS program also dimmed the efforts of Congress- through
ANCSA to transfer sites of significant
historical and cultural value back to the
Native people. The Native graveyards at
Kintkl,k, one of the original village sites
in Prince William Sound, was sold to
EVOS at the same time Chugach's application for Mis site under ANCSA was
denied. The village site and cemetery on
Hawkins Island, called Quayvtk ( "The
Crying Place'), where recently the bones
of our ancestors were repatriated from
museums, was sold to EVOS and transfired to the State of Alaska for a marine
park.
This is not what ANCSA intended. This Congress envisioned these
places in Native ownership, and allowed
Regional Corporations to take this
responsibility if villages chose not to

Italy

or

,F.

own the site. We should have the right
to manage drew sites which are ao
ramp
to our culture and our herstage

So Who Should Decide What is Best for

Chugach Lands?
While some of the EVOS land
remains to Native ownership, it is really
nothing more than a park. ANCSA
promised us land and economic development. We did not bargain for ownership of parks.
The Department of Interior
seems far more interested in buying up
Native lands than it does Inn honouring
its ANCSA commitments.

Asa Native corporation,

we are

entitled to own our land, and to make
the decisions about how we use it just
like every other private property Owner.
The Congress of the United
States created Native corporations as the
vehicles of Native self-determination.
Congress envisioned that these corporations would make the decisions as to if
and when to develop the land through
their elected board of directors.
We believe we can make them
responsibly with the best interests of our
shareholders in mind, and we should be
allowed to do so without the interne,
ence of no- Native groups, especially
environmental groups based outside of

Alaska

We resent the implication that
Alaska Natives are too inexperienced or
rzespansible to be trusted with the land
on which we lived for thousands of
seers.

While it

important for the
Forest Service to coordinate with the
tribes, it is equally important that they
coordinate with Native land owners.
Chugach owns interests in 700,000
acres of land within the Chugach
National Forest, and has rights of access
under the law across the forest. It
would be of mutual benefit to both the
government and the Native community
to work together prior to initiating the
public process of forest land use planing, in order to avoid creating alma.
sonable expectations in the public by
calls, an ana "roadless when in fact it
is burdened by the government's written
obligation to provide m easement to
access Native land.
We have wailed a long time
for our land and for our rights. We have
been profoundly affected by the oil spill
and the delay of the federal agencies. It
is time to bring these matters to an end.
It is time for the Native people of the
Chugach Region to have control over
our wn land, over our lives, and over
is

our destinies.

Thank you.

J
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Nuu- chah -nulth
Healing Project
Nuu- chah -nulth Healing Project

*NI

Contact List
Slain Office (Southern Region)
5120 Argyle Street, PO Box 1383
Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M2
Ph: (250) 724 -3233
Fax: (250) 723-6010
Teem Office (Central Region)
151 First Street, PO Box 279
Torino B.C. VOR 2Z0
Ph: (250) 725 -3367
Toll -free: 1- 866 -901 -3367
Fax: (250) 725 -2158

Gold River Office (Northern Regina)

Ova.,

Road, PO Box 428
Gold River, B.C. VOP IGO
Ph: (250) 283-2012
Fax: (250) 283 -2122
100

Nanaimo Urban Office:
204-96 Cavan St.

Nanaimo, B.C. VOR 2V)
Ph: (250) 753 -8567
Fax: (250) 753 -8933
Victoria Urban Office:
853 Fisgard St.
Victoria, B.C. V8W Ill
Ph: (250) 413 -7303
Fax, (250) 388 -5120
Vancouver Urban Office.
455 East Hastings Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6A IP5
Ph: (604) 254 -9972
Fax: (604) 254 -7919

Southern Region Reporter
Notorious pedophile Arthur Henry Plint
will be released from Mountain
Penitentiary in Apse, (Fraser Valley),
and will he moving to private nursing
home in Kamloops after being granted
parole last week

Arthur Henry Plint will be
released from Mountain
Penitentiary in Agassiz, and will
be moving to a private nursing
home in Kamloops after being
granted parole last week.
A five- member parole board released
the 85 -yam old Plint citing his "age, failing memory, deteriorating health, and
level of denial, and lack of motivation to
preclude full participation in programs,"
in their four -page decision report.

PI't has
NUU CHAH NULTH HEALING PROJECT

Call out for Victoria and Duncan Residents
If you wish

to be contacted about NCN Healing Projects events please
come by our office or call in and leave your number so I can keep you
posted about events.This is going to be the best exciting year call now and

leave me your phone number Victoria NCN Healing Project Office Call
Between 9100-4:00

REGISTER AT NCNHP URBAN OFFICE VICTORIA
853 Fisgard St
FOR MORE INFO AND TO REGISTER
Michael J. McCarthy, 250 -413 -7303
TEACH MIS UKQIN
ALL THAT NASS HAS PROVIDED US TO LEAD A FULFILLING LIFE

Nuu -chah -nulth Healing Project SUPPORT GROUP
Residential School Healing Project Office
Every second Monday - 6:00 -9:00 pm
Vancouver Friendship Centre, Elder's Room
We meet Monday twice a month at the Vancouver Friendship Centre.
Open to all Nuu- chess -nulth First Nations interested in finding support.
and creating a stronger community. Different topics every meeting.

FOR MORE INFO CALL Jody Olsson @ 604- 254 -9972
or 604 -312 -6539

NCN Healing Project
Upcoming Events
EVENT
Vancouver Support Group

LOCATION
2
& last Monday
Vancouver AFC
Meeting
Ida -9 pm
1607 E. Hastings St.
Women's Support Group
2
& Last Thws/ea.month
VAFC
Meeting
6Rn -9 pm
1607 E. Hastings St.
Support Group Mtg
2
& last Tues. of each month
St. Peter's Anglican Church, 228 S. Dogwood St., Campbell River
Cultural Night
Last Thus of ea. month Nanaimo, 204 - 96 Cavan St.
Storytelling, Language, 7 pm
Singh Dancing, Crafts, etc.
Support Group Meeting
Every 2 & Last Monday, 6 -8 pm
Victoria, 853 Fisgard St.
Support Group Mtg
last Thursday of each month, 6-8 pm
Duncan Native Friendship Center, 205 - 5462 Trans Canada Highway
For more information contact Nuu-chah-nulth Helling Project Staff: Vina
Robinson @250 -731 -6271, Michael McCarthy @ 250 -413 -7303 or 604 -3126539, Shawn Sinclair @ 250 -616 -3674.
DATE

Chaa-Maak-Sap Family Trauma Program
2003 Session Dates

Kakawis Trauma Program
-

-

Five Week Program for families
Women's Program
Hawn - Hereditary Chiefs
Youth Program

ed

1

tin th'ds fh'

13-year sentence for indecent assault and
assault causing bodily harm charges
brought upon him in 1995.
"You were convicted of over thirty
charges of sexual and physical abuse of
boys ranging in age from 7 to 13 years,"
the board wrote in their report. "The
abuse occur tone tiro periods of time
while you were in a position of authority
as a dormitory supervisor of [Alberni
Indian] Residential School during the
1940's, 50's, and 60's. Your sexual
offending was an exercise in abuse of
power and trust tainted by racism, and
has had a profound effect on your victuns, causing extensive and lasting psychological harm," they wrote.
Plint, who worked as a dormitory supervisor at the Alberni Indian Residential
School (AIRS) from 1948 to 1953, then
from 1963 to 1968, was called a -sexual
terrorist" by BC Supreme Court Justice
Douglas Hogarth who sentenced Print on

March 21st, 1995.
"The Indian Residential School system
was nothing less than a form of i ti -

VANCOUVER -A new provincial
adviser will help strengthen aboriginal
infant development programs across the
province, Minster of State for Early
Childhood Development Linda Reid
announced today.
Diana Elliott, a Coast Salish band mornber with ties to the Nuu- chah -nulth West
Coast Tribes, has 23 years of experience
in child and youth care, and for the last
10 years has worked with the I ow whin
Tribes infant development program.
Elliott's role will be to consult with aboriginal communities and families, provide mentoring and training and facilitate the integration of the 29 existing
programs, on and off reserves, with
other existing community supports. She
will also work closely with the
pro
other 52 infant development
programs.
"Early childhood development is a priority for this government, and we have
committed to focusing resources on supporting young children in aboriginal
communities," said Reid. "Ms. Elliott,
with her many years of expertise, will
playa crucial role in developing programs that are culturally appropriate and

Welfare is money and other benefits for
people who need financial help and have
no other means to support themselves or
their family. Welfare is also celled
Social Assistance or S.A. Since May of
2000 Nuu- chah -nulth has had its own
Social Assistance policy manual. NTC
has the program to ensure the basic need
of our people can be not

d p d phf ,"
'd H girth.
"They were not only children in a

l'

school situation, they were prisoners.
The condition of being placed in this
school was one of abhorrence and I
have never heard of such a terrible situation in all my years in the court," he
said.
Throughout his sentence, Plint refused
to attend rehabilitation programs, and in
a prison psychological assessment was
called "completely self-centered, selfabsorbed, callous and lacking empathy,
and had a complete lack of interest in
coming Slants with your offenses-.
Al a previous parole hearing in 1999,
Plant continued to deny his actions, and
the board rejected his application saying
"the only change that had occurred was
your advancing age".
But after a file review and parole hero
ing last week, Plint
regret
for the harm caused to your victims
even though you disputed the number
of convictions of which you have been
found guilty and minimized the extent
and frequency of the sexual offences,"
the board wrote in their final report.
"You apologized to your victims and
expressed the wish that these acts had-n't happened. While you remain
untreated and in some denial, the Board
recognizes that your advanced age and
the careful, structured release plan put
forward by your case management team
provides security to the community."
According to news reports, Flint will
be living in a private home with another
elderly sex offender, and while the
home is across the street from a school,
the parole board felt Plant was at a low
risk to re-offend.
Arthur Henry Plint was granted Day

Parole as of August 21st, and Statutory

Release as of November 141h with the
condition that he avoid children under
the age of 14 unless he is accompanied
by a chaperone who has been approved
by a parole officer, until his sentence
ends on March 111h, 2008.

Adviser supports aboriginal
children, parents

'

Aug. 3 to Sept. 5, 2003
Sept. 15 to Sept. 26, 2003
Sept. 29 to Oct. 10, 2003
Oct. 13 to Oct. 24, 2003

to

meet the specific needs of families."
Infant development programs provide
home -based services to families of children up to age three who have or are atrisk of a developmental disability or
delay. Aboriginal infant development
programs not only serve children with
special needs, but also provide services
and supports to all aboriginal children
and their families. This includes Wadianal and contemporary parenting
skills, training, and education and
awareness of the importance of early
childhood development.
"I am excited to be pan of this initiative, which takes a holistic approach to
caring for young aboriginal children by
integrating community and health supports," said Elliott. "A major pan of my
role as adviser will be to create network of programs across B.C. and
make sure these supports help improve
the development and well -being of all
aboriginal children."
The B.C. Aboriginal Child Care Society
is responsible for the office of the
provincial advisor for aboriginal infant
development programs. More informaltion on aboriginal infant development
can be found at www.aadp.be.ca/.
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What is Welfare on Reserve?

Plint Paroled
By David Wit char

-

4

Orr*
Nursing Program

Nuu -chah -nulth

Health and Place
By Donna Dunn, R.N.
Health is more that just being reasonably all right from day to day, without
too many coughs or colds. Population is
integral to our social, educational, political and spiritual structures of present.
Attention is rightly shifting from
nurse doctor patient relationship, with
minimum attention to forces outside the
relationship, to forces outside the relationship that are paramount in shaping a
person's health behaviours.
A sense of "Place" or "rooted near' is
one of many aspects of Population
Health. The perception of places,
things, events, situations, is different
according to who is doing the perceiving.

said that we are stalked by past.
Ancestors' snuggles and strengths guide
our intuition towards best choices, with
uncannilycprecise results. Elders, listening to voices of the past are able to provide an apprenticeship program to the
young, a function that has been all but
lost in cities. The tapestry of cultural
variability affects perception of "place"
terms: `Remote' may also be 'here' to a
net
a fish can be food or 'resource'.
the t vegetation is rain form or building
materials Other place dualities exist
depending on the person: friendly/hostile: near/fm; light dada, foreign indigenous; welcoming detemng.
prospect 'refuge and so on.
Our sense animate becomes quite well
It is

developed during childhood with familtardy with tactile environment, as in
gravel, soil, concrete, stones and grass.
There is the common tendency to
explore, define and extend, usually by
experimental play- activities. Children
become very aware of topographical Ga.
a.
ern and flora and fauna. Sometimes,
an adult person will remember, after
many decades, a section of sidewalk a
winding path or a wall in a neighbourhood setting, whilst everything else is
forgotten. These tactile elements were
imprinted during childhood and are discarded around the time puberty seta in.
Clearly, our sense of place is well developed during childhood; with lose bound es permitting each component of pan
to interact with the others. The sense of
place which develops in childhood is
capable of maturing into an adult place,
and eventually a setting in which old
people in the community are not only
comfortable with, but they themselves
become pan of the "fabric" of the comunity. This is sometimes referred to as
rooted noes-. Elders pass along stories
with words telling, expanding and retelling the songs and language of land
and time and events.
Our relationship to others species and
respecting space for all to thrive is more
than ever, recognised as vital to health.
A healthy sense of "place- has dynamic
balance, fostered by curiosity and toter.
ance with the inhabitants sharing the
work around them.

Diabetes is a life long condition where
your body does not produce enough
insulin, or your body cannot use the
insulin it produces. Your body needs
insulin to change the sugar from food
into energy. When you don't have
enough insulin, the sugar stays in your
blood no that your "blood sugar level"
gas too high. High Blood sugar levels
over long periods of time can cause
complications such as damage to blood
vessels, kidneys and difficulties with
circulation.
Types of Diabetes
There are three main types of diabetes.
Type I diabetes, usually diagnosed in
children, occurs when the pancreas is
unable to produce insulin.
Type 2 diabetes when the pancreas
does not produce enough insulin or
when the body does not effectively use
the insulin that is produced. Type 2 diabetes usually develops in adulthood.
Approximately 90 percent of people
who have diabetes have Type 2 diabetes.

"ens

having our own policy manual

as

long overdue step in tang the
organization toward better serving our
principles". Rather than being forced to
follow another government's mien and
regulations the Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal
Council Community & Human Services
Board in consultation with First Nations
membership developed our own Nuu chah-nulth Social Assistance Policy
Manual.
Before we had our own manual we were
forced to follow DIA's (Department of
Indian Affairs) policy. The DIA manual
does not take into consideration the
unique needs of Nuu- chah -nulth people.
7ulaatukstit which translates to "Taking
Care of Each Other" is the name of the
Nuu -chap -nulth Tribal Council
Community & Human Services Social
Assistance Policy and Procedure Manual.
Who does the manual apply to?
All Nuu- chah -nulth First Nations use the
manual. The program and the fends prodried are for individuals and families
who:
I. Reside on a Nuuchah-nulth Reserve
and 2. Have no other means to support
themselves or their family.
Where does social assistance money
a

come

from?

Gestational diabetes

The Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council
receives funds from the Federal
Government
ment under our current Canadian
First Nations Funding Agreement
(CFNFA).
The Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council allococa funds to the individual First
Nations based on their budget requests
and their actual expenditures.
Under our CFNFA the Nuu- chah -nulth
Tribal Council must meet specific
requirements and provide detailed reporting to DIA.
How Is social assistance on reserve different from BC Employment and

child.

Assistance?
BC Employment and Assistance Benefits
are for people who live off reserve in
British Colombia. These benefits are
governed by detailed statues and regula-

Taking a look at diabetes
About diabetes

Why does Nuu -hall -uulth have its
urn Social Assistance Policy Manual?
The Nuu -shah -nulth Tribal Council
Community & Human Services Board

is a temporary
condition that occurs during pregnancy.
It affects tow to four percent of all pregnancies and involves an increased risk of
developing diabetes for both mother and

Prevalence among Aboriginal Peoples
Aboriginal people an Canada are al
grater ask for developing type 2 diabetes than other Canadians Aboriginal
children are also now being diagnosed
with type 2 diabetes, a condition that in
mainly in older perof
diabetes are not as
fees
high as other populations, however there
is fear that the rates of type 2 diabetes
are increasing.
the past
sons Inn

Risks
Risk factors include the following:
Being age 45 or over
Being overweight (especially if you
carry most of your weight around
your middle
Having a parent or sibling with diabetes
Having a baby that weighed over 9

continued on page 14

tions developed by legislature. Benefits
through BC Employment and Assistance
are PROVINCIALLY funded. Clients
who are affected by this policy da rat
have any direct input to policy development or change.
Social Assistance for all other reserves
other than Nuu- club-nylth is governed
by DIA Policy. Although DIA generally
follows the ill' Employment and
Assistance Benefit legislation it as often
several months later before change are
implemented. For example, when the
province introduced changes (mostly
reductions to benefits) in April 2002 at
wasn't until August 2002 that DIA
changed its policies. Also in August
2002 DIA only implemented sane and
not all of the changes that the province
had introduced. DIA Social Assistance
benefits are FEDERALLY funded.
Clients who are affected by this policy

da

of have any direct input to policy

development or change.
Social Assistance for people that reside
on Nuu- chah -nulth reserves is different
from both the BC Employment and
Assistance and DIA policy. Our Nuu chah-nulth Tribal Council Community &
Human Services Social Assistance
Policy and Procedure Manual was
developed fax Nuu -chah -mulch people
by Nuu- chah -nulth people, unlike the
Province and DIA we have not made
reductions to benefits to date. We
address the unique needs of our people
and communities. Some of the benefits
we have that are not available through
the other policies include: the Monthly
Nutritional Supplement for those who
qualify and have Disability Level II star, Isolation Allowance for those who
live in isolated or remote communities,
and Incentive for client who participate
in unpaid community work or training
programs. We also differ from the other
programs as clients who are affected by
this policy 1
have opportunities for
direct input into policy development or
change.
How can I share my ideas about Me
policy In the Nuu -shah -nulth Tribal
Council Community & Human
Services Social Assistance Policy and

Procedure Manual?

Locally - Talk to your community's
Social Development Worker, find out if
your community has a Social
Development Committee, and talk to
your Chief and Council. If you have
concern and would like a response it is
best to put your concerns In writing. If
you would like to see a policy change
ask your Social Development Worker
for a copy or the Policy and Procedure
Feedback Form. This roan in the
back ache Social Assistance Policy
Manual. All Social Development
Workers and each community's Chief
and Council have a copy of the manual.

At the Community and Human
Services (CHS) Board Level - Talk to
your community representative that sits
on the CI IS Board. Let them know
what you think, write a letter if you have
ideas and concerns. Ask fora written
response if you would like a reply.
Share your Policy and Procedure
Feedback Form with them.
At the NTC Level - you can call the
Social Development Coordinator Nene
Van Volsen at I- 877 -677 -1133
Coming next issue- Social
Development Clients Rights and

Responsibilities.

"Did
you
Know...?"
Your Social Development Worker
requires a copy arum Child Tax
Benefit statement for your file. Please
Ming a copy to your worker this month.

Earnings Exemptions for Singles =
5100. Person with dependants=
5200. Persons with DOL I = 5300
and Persons with DBL II - $400
You can participate in the Incentive
Program for 6 out of every 12
months. Singles can be eligible for
5100 per month for 20 hours and
Persons with Dependents can be

eligible for $200 for AO hours.
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Taking a look
at diabetes

Birthdays, Anniversaries, and
Congratulations
On Sept 2nd

f

On Sept 4, 2003 Happy I01h
Anniversary to my husband George
Hamilton! Love Civistre.

Happy IOIh Anniversary TKIUPINUP
(Christie). Wow, 10 years, I big move,
4 kids (with one more on the way),
house, van, dog, 2 cats, 2 years of
college and 4 years of University,
shins! What could be next- 50 more
Love Wawmeesh
anniversaries
(Gor)
(George).

Iw

would like to
wish our pretty
daughter Kean.
Hamilton
(Blossom) as
happy 9th birthday! Lave Mom,
Brandon &
Jessica.

Happy 2nd
Anniversary to our sister Rebecca &
Timothy Williams, many more years
to come, luv ur sisters and ur bro ch!
Have a good one. Aug. 24 -Happy
Birthday to our mother Esther
Kathleen Fraser luv your kids and all
your grandchildren. Aug. 27 - Happy
Birthday Missy, luv ur (isle and kids.
Happy Birthday to Lillian
Williams on Sept 5 from Mom,
Grandma Effie & Uncle Lyle. And
congratulations for your scholarship.
Were very proud of you
Happy Belated Birthday to may
son Nelson Christopher Frank on
August 16 and to my darling Thomas
Peter Rush love you darling. From
Karen Frank.
Happy Birthday to Lillian
-

Katie Mae Williams from grandmother Effie Williams, mother
Laverne Williams, uncle Lyle
Williams and aunt Kathy.

-

Happy ails Birthday
to our daughter Chelsea, Mary, Lillian
Smith. We hope that this day is fun
ad exciting for you. Love always
Mom Jessie and Dad Jess Mack and
from your sister and brothers.
Happy Birthdays go out to
nephew Paul John on Sept. 6 and to
Walter Michael Jr. on Sept 10.
Sept. 9

Sept. 23 - Happy 3rd
Anniversary to my husband Jess
Paul Mack. Love always your
wife Jessie E. Mack.
.

Happy Birthday to Cyril
on Sept and.

Livingstone
Enjoy your
day! From your brothers and sistersin -laws in P.A.

Sisters are Special I am so glad
Your MINE Greta Fanny John Aug 24
SISTER. today I wish you a Happy
Birthday! This is what your big sister
h as to say. Sister you arc v
y heart
today I am so glad your mine 1 hope that
your wishes are granted to you Always
know that I love you too. I appreciate
our valuable time together, on the phone
I miss you when lam alone Thanks for
always listening and telling me you love
me There never goes a day without you
On my mind, just you and me. I love
you sister, for words alone
say
enough You area cool chick, and pretty
dam tough. Always know-Mail love
you Have a better day sister lam so
glad your mine! Love always your sister
with the ponytails in style and many
more to erne. Love the Mattersdorfer
family c
t

Aug

20- Happy Anniversary

to my cousin! 30 years a blessing
there cousin Brenda Sue Campbell and

ylY

a

-

1

Happy Birthday
Granny! The great
one I hope you
have an extra special day, you mean
so much to all of
us. Love always
Lisa and family.

paid them for bringing me down. Ile put
in the bag and
the rest Mhos
buried it and said that would never go
broke and that would be rich in life. I
feel so honored to be the one he was
there for. am proud to be a John member. I have grown in life and my life is
rich around all my friends and family. I
feed off of others to keep my strength.
This message is to thank mainly my
family, for being there. We always keep
in touch my brothers and sisters and my
friends for always listening. So on the
personal note to you mom for carrying
me and to you dad for always been there
beside mom. I love you both unconditionally. Always know that okay. Thanks
to my darling husband for always making my birthdays so special. To my
friends and family helping me celebrate.
Choo. Mrs. Carol Mattersdorfer.
Lorraine W. John of Ahousat
would like to give many million thanks
to Freddie Adams, a fast responder that
is always ready and willing to put things
1

1

Aug. 25

+a

we

Dad. Juliann.

1

1

-

Angus Campbell. Many more to come.
Love from your cousin Carol
Mattersdorfer, Donald and family.
Kendra Little she celebrated
her 2nd Birthday with her family on
Aug. 21- Happy Birthday to you...
Happy Birthday to you and many more.
Love from the Mattersdorfers.

1

-

ily.
To my uncle Francis Roye lohn
I \lin u.n B C - Uncle you are 54 years
old now and know that on this day You
were so busy working and making a dif!creme in other people's lives. You are
one of a kind, always busy and helping
others that are in need. You have a big
1

a

1

a

Happy 64th Birthday to my one
and only Mother Shirley D. John on
Aug 29. Well Mother you are in my
heart today and everyday. You are a
very special mother. There will be no
other. For you are a gin full of laughter
And pride. I know I am taking after you
mom You taught me well, to be ambitious. To love, care and be generous,
and friendly Just like you mom. I am so
proud to be your daughter. I love you
mommy Love always your oldest
daughter Carol R. Mattersdorfer your son
Donald and your grandchildren That
care, Samantha, Nick, Fred, Jessica and
baby Dawn Manersdorfer.
Happy Birthday to a very special aunt Helen Charleson, Ili auntie on
Aug. 291 -I sure hope you have a good
on and always know you are in my heart
on this day. I love you auntie and take
care of yourself. Love your niece Carol
Mattersdorfer and family.

Happy Birthday to my
cousin Regina Lynn Frank for
Aug 29th, hey there cousin always
good to see your smiling face and
your gorgeous dimples. Hope
your day gels better and I love
you! Love your relatives The
Mattersdorfers.
would like to say many million
thanks to fly children, for making me a
cake to help celebrate my birthday, to my
sister Greta for thinking of me on that
end with a cake. My children helped
make a cake. On Aug. 12 and to many
million thanks to my nom and dad for
bringing me into this world. Late her
and Mrs Ambrose Titian were there for
me, the skipper was Ambrose and the
midwife was Margaret Titian. lam so
grateful for them, for being there for me.
My mom said that I was in her placenta
and my nan Pom Penn (Johnny torn Sr)

side io help out the communing

Freddie anended to my son Anson John
Sr. The ones that helped Anson out for
emergency. Thank you to my son Chris,
lorry and kids. To my other son Johnny
and his wife Noreen Paul, (my daughterin -law) thanks for supporting me while
in Vancouver. B. C. Thanks to Stella
August, Victor, lean, Burge and Liom
John, Rachel Williams for coming over
to 'sit him. To my daughter Rose -Anne
John for bringing us to Samosa, to see
Anson for two days. Thank you to Dave
Jacobson for the help of assistance.
Thank you to Ralph Titian Jr and Haida
and especially to his sister Rachel Elviaa
Titian - Williams. Anson, my son is
doing fine and he is back home now and
his in great shape. Choo
Lorraine W. John and boys.
Liom John proud son for my
cousin Anson John Sr. and lean their son
turned 3 on my birthday on Aug. 12th.
Many more to come there nephew all the
way in Vancouver, B.C. Love from your
family in Ahousat B.C. Happy 641h
Birthday to my sis Dianne S. John on
Aug. 29th. From your sis Lorraine W.
John and family.

Having high blood pressure or heart
disease
Being inactive

Symptoms
Unusual thirst
Frequent urination
Unusual weight loss
Extreme fatigue
Blurred vision frequent or recurring
infections
Cuts and bruises that are slow to
heal
Tingling or numbness in bands or
feet
Many people who have type 2 diabetes may display no symptoms

I

Carol and uncle Donald and fam-

1

lbs at birth
Having high cholesterol or other
fats in the blood

1

Ninny Frank, proud son of
my cousin Bonnie and Moose
Frank. On Aug. 21 - Happy
Birthday Ninny. Love from auntie

heart indeed. On Aug. 18 uncle always
know that love you and always know
that am proud to be your niece. Have
boner day. Love your niece Carol
Mattersdorfer and family.

continued from page 13

Prevention
A healthy diet, weight control, exercise
and reduction in stress are important
prevention steps.
Eat a diet high in complex carbohydrates and fibre and low in sugar
and fat
Lose weight if you are overweight

me
What to you see when you look at
Do you see darkness''

That shields my breath
Are you afraid to look at mc?
I say !say my friend
Are you my friend?
Or are you allie
Do you deceive me
Are you going to come with me
Into the darkness that I Fly
Are you afraid to face your fears

Exercise regularly
Avoid smoking and alcohol
Control high blood pressure
Have yearly eye and teeth checkups
Get regular blood tests to check for
diabetes

Treatment
Type I diabetes always requires daily
injections of insulin. Type 2 diabetes is
controlled through exercise and meal
planning and may require medications
and/or insulin to assist the body in making or using insulin more effectively.
Sources: Canadian Diabetes
Association, Health Canada.
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Sept. 25 - Happy Birthday
Jolene! Have lots of fun. Love
always your sis Lisa and Joe and
the kids. sirs

For you... From me... for you... From
me
You certainly arc a good fool...err,
How enticed was by your smile..
Your charm..
Your words. Your charisma, yourself,
your everyth' g...abua you..
What is the fact is it you or is it I...
Can't quite understand the difference
from you ...from me
Or is Were really a difference?
You bleed.. You cry... You feel...
You areas human as lam: there is no
difference.. or is there?
The only difference is -I perceive life
differently than you do..
What is the journey for each individual person?
Or what are our destinies? Is this
arrangement of life meant to be shared
1

Is our life meant to be.. Together.. or

apart... or alone..
Is our two different worlds entwined
and meshed to be united together'
This is for you ... From me_..
Why do I even try to make sense of
this for Mc .For you or for raw..
Is it time to walk alone..
To find me without you is only a matter of lip ._Maybe.., maybe not or
maybe you can
Meet me half way, and if by chance
you disagree. I suppose it is not meant
to be..
All I know is that have made up my
mind and I have listened to my heart..
With or without you I shall walk the
journey on the right path..
Life is too short to wail._ so this is for
1

r

Come fly come fly with me
seen you while I hide in this darkness
I had flied beside you
Do you know when you have gone
Oh black raven what have I dome
Oh black raven when you seen me
What did you see
In that darkness that beholds me
I can't sec in darkness when I see

1

brother Shake..

wvmdelfloe Tp

Edith Joseph

w

i.h my grandmother
a very Happy

(fly)

Birthday on Aug. 261h. Love you to the
world granny! Your granddaughter
Jolene Joe and family.

1

Black raven when he flies with me.
Oh black raven leave me
For I want to be free.
From this that raven shows to raw
Black raven transforms with me into

Eagle
For Eagle flies high into mountains
that lead me
To the light that transforms me into
bolt of thunder
That you see at night...

Sometimes
Sometimes

1

I
I

need to be mad, Sometimes I need to be sad,
need to have secrets, All because I miss you.

Sometimes I need someone to talk to, Sometimes need my best friend,
Sometimes I need someone m be Mere for nee.
All because miss you.
I

I

1

know you would want us to be happy for the good life you have lived and not m be
sad because it is over. I'll do my best not lobe sad but I will sometimes because I
will miss you. never had the chance to say god -lise because know I will soon see
you again in Heaven so... see you later Uncle and I send all my love! Also, kleco
kleco for making a huge difference in my life. Chou!
I

I

I

By: Belinda Louise Nookemus
a

Miracle Health Spray can be made at Home
By Denise Ambrose,
Central
Reporter

you... from me...
There is strength and power of silence
of myself...
And sometimes being alone is key to
all hidden Questions
This world is full of unique and special
people within our lives..
For you... from me....
No more fooling.... No more gain... No
more selfishness... No more one -sidedWalk this road with me._ for our journey togarho ...Life is too precious and
too great.
It can only bring light, for you have to
want this just as much as me...
Let us be strong together; let us mount

with wings in flight
And soar as high as our almighty
eagle...
Life is too precious for all people.
Love our selves an we may gain the
aspect of our children
They listen, they watch they team and
they mimic our every move
It is time to let our children carry their
rightful places to walk our earth
Don't take the easy way out and say...
well I never had this or that
R is pointless_. cost them now and
cherish all that are precious in your
Life today.. This is for you... From
This is from me to you_. never lei it
go -. alone... in flight_ be one...or be
all that you can
For journeys can take us to many wonderful places_. From raw.. to you...
Written by Norma -Ann Webster
Kristin'', Abrmsa August 16, 2003

Tone Mary Martin of Tla- o- qui -aht
claims Triticum Aestrvum Spray or TA
Spray provides relief for many common
ailments when sprayed on the skin.
Made from organic wheat extract and
alcohol the product may be found in
Nanaimo health food stores for approximately S30 for a 30 ml bane.
Sprouting Health Limited, the company
Mat manufactures the product claims it
will provide relief for ailments such as
allergies, sinus problems, migraine
headaches (resulting from accidents),
colds, arthritis, cramps, carpal tunnel
syndrome, Rbromyalgia or chronic
fatigue, dry skin, aches and pains, low
body temperature, constipation and weak
bladder. Martin, a user of the product
claims it has helped her chronic eczema
and says elders that have tried it say it
helped tooth arthritic pain.
A company brochure says 'wh moor
you have an ache, simply, your body is
lacking food/energy. TA Spray is an air.home food/energy that can be applied to
feed your body the nutrients needed to
take away the ache. TA Spray restores
the ailing parts born the outside in, even
your clothing'
outside
According to the brochure, Greg Miller
developed the spray after being diagnosed with a life- thrcatcning form of
arthritis. which was *develop into lupus
then ALS. His doctors informed hint he
did not have the capacity needed for adequote soft tissue renewot during rest By
the age of 42 he was bed -ridden and
could only eat baby falls. -Ile heard
about the energy in grnninated sprung
wheat, even though allergic to wheat he
chewed to a gum dissolve in the mouth
while in a meditative state."
Miller was nisi only allergic to wheat
but also the grain alcohol that is used to

purify it He developed a spray from to
be applied away from the skin `so the
alcohol can evaporate and the release
the maven nutrients of the germinated
sprang wheat water to aid outside totals
ty' Miller's illness did not progress and
he has been promoting his product for
the past eight years. He calls TA Spray
his first aid kit in a bottle.
Mary Martin admits the product is
very expensive so she teamed how to
make the spray at home. The recipe
calls for S cup of organic hard wheat
and water to be placed in a shallow dish
in a arm dark place (on top of the
refrigerator) for a few days. The mixture mint not be allowed to dry out
Once tiny white sprouts appear pour the
contents into a sealable jar with Y
cups of vodka or organic apple cider
vinegar along with 'h cop of honied
water and seal the jar.
The jar is left at room temperature
way from the sun for three weeks. The
jar must be coed once a day to mix.
1

.

Stain the mixture on the 22nd day into a
spray bottle and it is ready to use
Mary says organic apple cider vinegar
may be used for those with issues about
using alcohol. She checked into the
ethical issues of using alcohol as an
ingredient for those in recovery and
says it is not an issue because the alcohol evaporates before it hits the skin.
She claims the odor of alcohol fades
completely as the product ages.
There is
more information about

varius

ways to use the spray and time-

lines for expected relief of many differ a lamer.
Mary will be hosting
workshop about TA spray at the
Abusake Health Centre on September
24 from I W p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Jeannette Pattison and Mary Martin
will facilitate the workshop. For more
information about TA spray. contact
Mary at home at 250-725-4478 or at
:

work at 250 -725 -3367.

I
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Sometimes I need to hide, Sometimes need to get away,
Sometimes I need to be alone, All because I miss you.

1

SCOTT HALL
LAWYER

Sept. 5 - Happy 1st Birthday to
Waskeen! Love Mommy and
Daddy, Meg, Marisa and your big

15

In Memory of my Uncle Darryl Nookemus

For you... from me..

-

August 28, 2003 - Page

In Memoriam
tatakwap

poets nook
Raven Transforms
Written by Norma- Ann Webster
From the eye of a Raven
With wings so sleek and sheen
As smooth and black as darkness
It don't gleam, it don't stare at you
He is not afraid to look deep
All he thinks is what do you think of

-

Clip 8: Save

WORKS FOR PEOPLE WHO WERE STUDENTS
AT RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL,
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO TALK
TO SCOTT, PHONE FREE
1- 800 -435 -6625
ANY TIME
clip a

save
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
DUE TO THE VARIOUS CONDITIONS THE LONG BEACH LINK
IS GOING TO ELIMINATE OUR
SCHEDULED SHUTTLE BUS
SERVICE AS OF SATURDAY
ION
AUGUST VAT
TIIE STAFF AND MANAGEMENT WISH TO THANK EVERYONE FOR THEIR SUPPORT OVER
THE COURSE OF THE PAST FEW YEARS, AND WE WILL STILL
HAVE CHARTER AND TOUR SERVICES AVAILABLE YEAR
ROUND. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL OUR
OFFICE AT 1- 866 -726 -7790.

MA-MOOK
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Attention Nuu -chah -nulth membership...

ATTENTION UCHUCKLESAHT DESCENDANTS

Please notify your First Nation if you have any events that happen in
your life such as Marriage, Divorce, Birth, Death, Name Change and
especially Transfers".
Submitting these documents to the Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council office
is just as important as submitting these documents to your First Nation.
Being on the D,LA, list does not mean you are on your First Nation's
Registry Band List, you must apply for Band Membership.
)our First Nation needs your current address and phone number so they
can contact you regarding Treaty developments, letters and bulletins.
First Nation phone numbers and addresses are listed below for your conmien

Ahousaht

Ditidaht First Nation

At

1- 888 -745 -3366

-Fax: (250) 745 -3332

PO Box 340 Pon Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M8

Ehattesaht
1- 888 -761

-4155

-

Will all of those people, who are descendants of the Uchucklesaht First
Nation, PLEASE contact Tina Robinson at the Uchucklesaht Office. As a
part of our pre -treaty process, we are contacting people who have a direct
bloodline and seeking their interest in transferring into the Uchucklesaht
Tribe for the purpose of gaining treaty rights.
Phone 250.724.1832
Toll Free - 1.888.724.1832
Thank you

Tseshaht First Nation Cultural Resource Centre

HAVE YOU MOVED?

Hello Ucluelet First Nation Members!
We need your phone number, address & email addresses. We are currently updating our

member's list for
-

PO Box 2000 Torino, B.C. VOR 2Z0

-

aOr

Fax: (250) 724-1232

PO Box 211 Pon Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M7

Huu- ay -aht First Nation
1- 888 -644 -4555 - Fax: (250) 728 -1222

PO Box 70 Bamfield, B.C. VOR IBO

Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/Che:k'tles7et'h'
(250) 332 -5259 -Fan. (250) 332 -5210

ceike

General Delivery Kyuquot, B.C. VOP 110

Mowachaht / Muchalaht
(250) 283 -2015

- Fax.

(250) 283 -2335

PO Box 459 Gold River, B.C. VOP 100

Nuchatlaht First Nation
(250) 332 -5908

-

Fu: (250)

332 -5907

PO Box 40 Zeballos, B.C. VOP 2A0

Tla- o- qui -aht First Nations
(250) 725 -3233 - Fax: (250) 725 -4233
PO Box 18 Torino, BC. VOR 2Z0

Toquaht Nation
(250) 726 -4230

-

Fax: (250) 726-4403

PO Box 759 Ucluelet, B.C. VOR 3A0

Tseshaht First Nation

Distribution of Food Fish.
Tribe Newsletters and
- Treaty Updates
-

Does anyonerecognize or know the whereabouts of the following .embers?
D
- Gordon Bryson
- Roberta
Geier
- Rkba,d Feveik
- Jeffrey Fromm
- Alexandria (wage
- lyao Manson
-Alice Peters
- Norman Rivera
- Rym Rush
- Sabrina Stplanant
- Michelle Touchie
- Kimberly Redmon
- Jackie 'Inman & Son, Adrian
- Teresa Thieve
- Joshua Schellenbergen
Please call If you have information. YOUR HELP IS APPRECIATED!
CONTACT: Vi Mundy at (250) 726-2414 or email: vmundcti island.net OR
Leah Bill at email: leahbìll@telm.net

Important Notice to all Nuuchah -ninth First Nations members,
Band Managers, CHR's, Health Clerk and Band Membership Clerks:

MEDICAL COVERAGE NOT AUTOMATIC
Reference: Recently, many bills were received at the NTC (Non -Insured Health
Benefits Section) (NIHB) from parents requesting payment under this plan.
If a child is not registered with Indian Affairs and the province there is no medical
coverage. Therefore, FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR PAYMENT OF MEDICAL
VISITS, X -RAYS, ETC. WILL FALL ON THE PARENTS!
Indian Affairs cannot and WILL NOT PAY any bills without full coverage.
Remember, unless a child is REGISTERED with both Indian Affairs (Status Card)
and the provincial medical plan (LISP Card) two very important medical factors apply:
a. The child is covered under the parent medically, for only three months;
and
b. Once the child reaches 1 year of age then they are no longer covered
under the NIHB program for: equipment; supplies; drugs; dental; and optical.
Normally, a child reaching 19 years of age requires (her or his) own medical care card
A child can maintain medical coverage up to age 25 when in full -time attendance at
a post secondary institution, that is approved by the provincial medical commission.
It takes 6 -8 weeks to obtain these coverage cards! Start the process immediately!
Do not assume it is done! Follow up with this until you have both cards! Questions
to be directed to the Band Membership Clerk, or the NTC Registry Office 724-5757.
Robert Clued, CD - NTC NIHB Program Supervisor

Toll Free: 1- 888 -724-1225 - Fax: (250) 724 -4385

PO Box 1218 Pon Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M7

Uchucklesaht Tribe
(250) 724 -1832

-

Fax: (250) 724-1806

PO Box 1118 Port Alberni. B.C. VOY 7M7
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Ucluelet First Nation
(250) 726-7342

-

Fax: (250) 726-7552

MAILING HA- SHILTH -SA
TO NUU -CHAH-NULTH MEMBERS
Ha- Shilth -Sa is looking for addressee of Nuu -chah -nulth (NCN) member, who are NOT
receiving die paper. Ha- Shilth-sec is free for Nuuchah-nulth members. If you want to
receive Ha-SWIM-Se please tend name (including your middle name or miriata) to:
Hs- Shilth -Sa, P.O. Box 1383, Port Alberni, B.C., V9Y 7M2
First Name:
initial:
Last Name:
Apt, s:
Mailing Address:

_

City:
Postal Code:
In order to quality fora free subscription you must fill in Nuu -.bah ninth First
Nation i,e. Ahomahl, Ditidaht, etc

PO Box 699 Ucluelet, B.C. VOR SAO

ATTENTION ALL UCHUCKLESAHT MEMBERSHIP
We need names, addresses & phone numbers of all Uchucklesaht

Decendents.
The Tribe has now initialled an Agreement in Principle with BC Canada.
Now we need to hear from you! Please contact the office at: Phone:
(250) 724 -1832
Fax: (250) 724 -8106 Address: PO Box 1118, Port
Alberni, BC, VOY 7L9

Northern Region Reporter

Hall ìn Campbell River was where
North Island College graduates of the
Home Support Resident Care Attendant
Program held their banquet.
Eight individuals from
Kyuquot/Checklesaht, Ehattesaht, and
Motoachaht Muchalaht and two Gold
River residents completed this IS -month
Program.
"The students would stay in Campbell
River for one week every month for a
whole year during the program," said
Lynn West. "During the Program Ray
Steelier was involved by being a culture
and NTC advisor, and his wife Kathy
was a support councilor for the stu-

1-877- 232 -1100 -Fax: (250) 670 -1102

(250) 724 -4041

By Brian Tate

membership and Natural Resources Office. If you want your addresses included for
treaty updates and Tribal bulletins call us (email: rnp @tseshahtcom) with your
address. l- 866- 724 -0225.

PO Box 59 Zeballos, B.C. VOP 2A0

Hupacasath First Nation

NTC & NIC Celebrates Graduates
Campbell River- The Thunderbird

Fax: (250) 761 -4156

Hesquiaht First Nation

it

We hase a tall free number available for Tseshaht members (which also houses our

Hours Nattered.:
Monday- Friday 8:15 a,m. - 4:30 p.m. (Except holidays)
For more information contact us at
(250) 7244229 or toll free at 1- 866 -724 ,4229.

Phone Number:
Change of Address (Previous address)
New Subscriber?

Reminder

- Returned papers are deleted from the mailing list.

It's up to you to keep us ainformed of your address!

Page 17
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Blackhawk Autobody
opens in Alberni

-

Open to anyone interested in learning more about Tseshaht history.
Located at 5010 Mission Rd. Chi- chu -aht House/ Tseshaht Treaty office.

(250) 670 -9563 - Fax: (250) 670 -9696
General Delivery Ahousaht, B.C. VOR SAO

Ha- Shilth -Sa - August 28, 2003

dents," said West. "Students were funded
by the NTC Educations Post Secondary
Program which covered their living
allowance during their stay in Campbell
River. The course itself was purchased
by Home and Community Care, funded
through First Nations Inuit Health
Branch which as a pan of Health
Canada." said West.
The students that participated were
Kyuquot's Valerie Hanson, Sandra John,
Maria Jules. Carla Short, and Theresa
Jessie) Smith. Eha locaht's Agatha
Rubel. Mowacheht/Muchalaht's Brenda
Johnson and Laureen John. Gold Ruers
Raquel Alano and Iona Bardot.
The course these students completed
gives them dual Provincial certification
in Home Support and Resident Care
Attendant.

Tla -ook receives Aboriginal Tourism Award
By Celeste Howard

Aboriginal Tourism BC
Communications Coordinator
August 16th 2003, was a memorable
evening for the tourism industry in
British Columbia. Family, friends, supporters and partners gathered in
Whistler, BC to honour the nominees at
the Second Annual Aboriginal Tourism
BC Awards.
The awards were hosted by Aboriginal
Tourism British Columbia (ATBC), in
conjunction with Tourism Whistler's
"Weetama Festival; Whistler's
Celebration of Aboriginal Culture."
ATBC's Awards and Gala Event are the
only one of its kind in Canada. They arc
the vibrant culmination of a year-long
review of the products and services that
the Aboriginal tourism industry in BC
has to offer.
The evening was spent in celebration,
to acknowledge and recognize the business achievements within our growing
industry,
With 110 guests in attendance to witnos the ceremony. the event was sold

out
It was
warn. pleasant evening filled
with inspiring words. tasteful hind. and
plenty of laughter. ATBC was fortunate
to have Stand up Comedian 'Cool
Warrior' MC for the evening.
This year, there were eight awards presented by eight respected leaders.
To name a few, ATBC was honored to
have Chief, Edward John. Ian
.

Campbell, and Ministers, Honorable
Rick Thorpe and Honorable Stan Hagen
present wards.
Each of the presenters shared words of
support, inspiration and recognition.
Many agreed that the ATBC awards are
an important and vital event within the
n industry.
It is an event that acknowledges, recognizes and honours the commitment and
dedication of BC's Aboriginal tourism
It also

and educates our neighbon about the numerous Aboriginal col.
mes within BC.
Equally Important, it creates new
friendships, partnerships, and bridges
the cultural gap between the Aboriginal

and non -Aboriginal communities within

our province.
Congratulations to all of the nominees,
and to another year of success!
Aboriginal Tourism BC honours and
recognizes your will, dedication and
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difference
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By David llcwchar
Southern Region
Reponer

4t.

Port Alberni - With more
than 12 years in the auto.
body industry, Ahousaht's
Marcel Durward has
brought his skills back
home and has launched his
own autobody repair and
painting business.
Working in Vancouver for
the past few years alter
working for Tom Hams
Autobody in Marlin o,
and Dennis Johnson in
Port Alberni, Marcel wanted to be closer to his sons
and open up his own bust.
ness in Port Alberni.
The 32 -year old son of Pearl and Jim
Durward opened Blackhawk Autobody 3
months ago and has already completed a
few jobs, and is working on a few

"I like working on old can and
restoring them hack to their original condition or better,- said
Marcel, who has restored a 1928
Ford, 1967 Cement, 1954 Cadillac
restoration projects.
"I like working on old can and restoring convertible, and 1956 Corvette to
them back to their original condition or
name only a few,
better," said Marcel, who has restored a
1928 Ford, 1967 Canmro, 1954 Cadillac
convertible, and 1956 Corvette to name
only a few. He is currently helping
restore a 1941 Dodge Coupe from his
shop at 4681 Dundalk Ave behind

Sherwonds.
If you have a few dents and scratches
to repair on your vehicle, need a paint
job, or have a classic in need of restoration, Marcel can be. reached via pager at
(250) 720-0155.

the

tourism industry.
This year, eight awards were presented
to Aboriginal Business people or
Aboriginal Business' in the following
categories:
ruins Cultural Society received the
Cultural Authenticity Award
Qulus Aboriginal Tours Inc. received
the Excellence in Customer Service
Award

ATTENTION EHATTESAHT MEMBERSHIP

Gisele Martin of TLAOOK
Cultural Adventures received the
Young Adult Achievement Award.

If you have any questions, please contact
Dawn Amos, Coordinator L 1- 888 -761 -4155

Ehattesaht Wellness Conference

If

Tekeya Tours received the Strength in
Marketing Award
Tom Sewid, owner of Village Island
Tours received the Tounsm Conservation
Award
Nk'Mtp Desert and Heritage Centre
received the Power of Education Award
Lillian Hunt of U'Mista Cultural
Society received an Ambassadors Award
Beverley O'Neil of O'Neil Marketing
and Consulting / Noma Communications
received an Ambassadors Award
Linnes Bane) of Xa:ytem Lunghouse
Interpretive Centre received the
Inspirational Leadership Award
Aboriginal Tourism BC would like to
thank the judges, the nominees, the presemen the youth ambassadors, the
Nisga a Dancers, LeLaLa Dance Group,
'Cool Warrior' and all of the people that
attended to make the awards u great sue-

co..
The awards could not have happened
without the generous contributions from
our sponsors, Department of Indian and
Northern Affairs Canada and Aboriginal
Business Canada.
Many thank to Grant Thomson Inc. for

sponsoring the Excellence in Customer
Service Award, and to our Rattle
Sponsors, O'Neil Marketing and
Consulting/Numa Communications, Judi
Karwacki, and Or Peter Williams.
ATBC would also like to thank Hawk
Air and Wavelength Magazine for their
generous donations.

September 19, 20 & 21, 2003
In Zeballos, B.C.

Career Opportunities

- q"

cols -ta -rats

Employment Opportunity
Community Health Nurse

"

The Heskw'eI ecutxe Health Services Society is.seeking a Community Health Nurse
to provide services to the Cook's Ferry and Siska Indian (lands in the
LynoNSpences aneas.(This will he a four day a week or some other negoatiahle
arrangement). This will include Communicable Disease Control (CDC). Maternal
Child Health Car. Professional nursing support and consultation is provided by
Health Canada.
Qualifications Required:
Bleb from a Canadian University or recognized moots alrr'
Current registration as a nurse or willingness to become registered
CDC certification or willingness to become certified
Esce00: valid driver's licence
Provide a current criminal records check
Additional Skills Required:
Knowledge of First Nations culture, traditions and history
Excellent communication and teaching skills
Computer experience (maces u Werner)
Ability to work independently
Experience working with Fix Nations communities
Coordinate services and provide health information
Salary: Subject to experience/qualification /hours per week.
Application: Covering letter, copies of credentials 3 references m
lean Your - Interim Manager
Heskw'en'scoOe Health Services Society
PO Box 188

Sperms Bridge. BC
VOK 21.0

For further information on the position phone: (250)- 458-2212
Fax: (250) 458 -2213 or email hook
hook.enoutxeu
ewer
APPLICATION DEADLINE: SEPTEMBER 5, 2003 ql 4:00PM
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Problems with school backpacks

Klecko's - kekoo
Letter of Thanks,
This letter should have been due a while
ago, but I'm sure you will understand our
circumstances of why this has taken
awhile to go out. We lost our very loved
one on March 6, 2003 due to a very nagIc accident. Our grand daughter was
needlessly taken from sea very unexpect-

Idly

and violently. She was a

victim of a

Muni died

from her injuries. Her name
was Jolene Crystal Angeline Elaine
Frank (Williams). She would have been
15 years old on March 7. She was an
honour roll student and excelled in acedenies and athletics- She blessed everyone she had come in correct with. We
would like to thank each and everyone
who had come and
us in our
Orne of grief. It is still there, so raw and
painful. Life goes on and so must we,as
hard as it is for all of a.
We would especially like to thank all of
our immediate and extended families,
Marie Atln, Elmer Frank, Willie Frank,
Brace Frank, Karen, Noreen Frank, Rena
Frank, Mom and Grandma, Great
Grandma, George Frank & Snapper
Frank for bong the strength and thread
that keeps us all together.
Big thanks also go to Uncle Leo and his
whole family; you showed us courage
and strength to look forward to tarty on.
Moses Martin, Dad, grandpa & great
grandpa for taking such good care of us
and your haunful songs for our grand
daughter, we love you an much.
We don't know how to thank Carol
Martin, Auntie Gail Hayes, Vickie &
Catherine Amos, Adeline David, Riga
Curley, Carol Tom, Carla Moss, Angela
& Larry Tom, Grace George, Margaret
Amos, Ruben Thomas, Debbie David,
Ben & Auntie Precious, Leonard
Manson, Annie George, Eugene Martin,
Carol Manson, Leo Manson & Nora
Martin for all the cooking you all did for
the family when this was needed the
most. We appreciate all the meals you
prepared for us. It was phenomenal all
the breakfast, lunch & suppers. Kleco,
Kleco from the bottom of our hearts.
We would especially like to thank
Rosalie and George Frank for the
tremendous amount of support you have
given to our daughter and her family.
Also to Juanita & Adrienne Amos for
traveling from Gold River to be with us,
V & Wilson George for being with us
from Campbell River, Uncle Butch &
family for the special meal you did for us
umber of times and was scrumptious
and very much appreciated. To all the
pallbearers Marvin Curley, Tint ,Manson,
Jack Patrick Sr., Simon Tom Sr., Rabic
Williams Sr., Leo Jackson, Thomas
George Sr., Richard Martin- Honorary
.

pallbearers Joseph John, George Frank
IAhousahU, Bill Thomas, August Johnson
Sr Darrel Blackbird, Curtis Dick, Body
Naknakin, Alfie Fraser. To Tin Wis and
staff for use of the centre and the staff that
prepared the lunch for us on that day.
Thank you ro Pastors. Jolene Pastors.
Thank you to uncle Franc and Ernest for
guiding us properly Tough what has
been one of the most trying times of our
life, we don't know what we would have
done if you didn't guide us with such wisdon. Thank you Auntie Rose, Loretta,
Carol and Judy for akin& care ofJelene's
belongings. It meant alum deal to us.
Thank you to our sister Vickie for all your
patience with curling all of our hair.
Thank you Nora Martin, Larry Curley,
John Williams, our sister Naomi Frank,
Grace Martin for providing rides for our
family. Thank you to the gravediggers
Clifford Williams, Rueben Thomas and
Leonard Manson. rank you Wendy
Amrehcin, Francis Frank, Francis Amos
for everything. Thank you to all the
cooks who provided us with the wondernul meals, Gail Hayes, Carol Martin,
Catherine Frank, Vickie Amos, Carol
Tom, Addle David, Carla Moss, Angela
Williams, Grace George, Margaret Amos,
Ruben Thomas, Debbie David, Rita
Curley, Benny & Auntie Precious,
Leonard Manson, Annie George, Eugene
Martin, Carol Manson & Isar Manson.
Thank you sister Dora Frank for helping
with the meal from Uncle Butch. Thank
you to John Tom Sr. for taking our pretty
girl to her final resting place. Thank you
to all the babysiners Cathy Martin, Wendy
David, Denise Amos, Laura Manson,
Angela Williams, Julia Curley and John
Williams Jr. If we have mined anyone It
intentional, as you all understand
who pie( can do to a family. Again mat
apologies for being an late with our
Klecoi. Everything that was done for our
family has been greatly appreciated and
will never be forgotten and will remain in
our hearts as days go by
All our love, Gloria, Dennis, Patricia,
Jonathan, Darryl & the rest of the Frank
family.

i

There are all kinds of thank- you'sAll very sincere -For help, for gifts, for
just being near. There are all kinds of
thank- you's, for all kinds of things.
But noneCould mean more, than the
Thank -you, This brings. Thank You
Very Much Everybody!
We enjoyed the company of relatives
and friends, August in/2003.
Respecting the rememherance of late
Charlie & Caroline Mickey.

Ucluelet First Nation
Band Meeting: August

II, 2003

Door Prize Winners Congratulations to:
Bella Jack -Tool Kit
Sheila Touchie -Back Pack
George Mundy Video, Dare Devil
Barbara Touchie - Fruit Basket
-

Next Band Meeting

is

scheduled for September 8, 2003.

Dinner (0) 5:00pm
Meeting start at 6:00pm

Ucluelet First Nation Members
We are updating our

mailing list.
Please call Band Office with current Address nr write l0:
Ucluelet First Nation
PO Box 699, Ucluelet, BC, VOR 3A0
Or call toll free number: -877- 726 -7342
1

Avoiding the Headache of Back to
School Backache. Physiotherapists
claim backpacks shouldn't be a

,Over the next few months, thousands
of Canadian school children will feel the
familiar discomfort that comes with
opening hooks, dusting off binders and
resurrecting backpacks relegated months
ago to the hack of the closet. Invariably
the pain goes away after a few good test
scores but for sonic it can signal agrowing and avoidable problem," says the
Canadian Physiotherapy Association
(CPA).
Children and teenagers are particularly
vulnerable to injury They are growing
and developing, and harmful or unneces
sary strain on their bodies can affect their
health, long term
"During the school year it is not uncomwin for our physiotherapy clinics to
treat children suffering from back pain
as a result of backpacks," says Brett
Wade, partner of Sun City Physiotherapy
Clinics in Kelowna, B.C. "It's difficult
to always point the finger at the backpacks themselves but they arc often a
major source of the problem... I sec an

average of five to 10 school-aged chil
Bien each year suffering from back pain
related to wean& backpacks"
Students can reduce strain by using and
fitting a backpack that works for them
rather than against them. CPA mommends the selection and use of backpacks with the following features:
Padded back reduces pressure and
prevents pack's contents from digging
into the back.

-

Padded, contoured, shoulder and
chest straps helps reduce pressure
and balances the weight. Backpacks
should have thickly padded (2 inches
wide), ..Mutable shoulder straps and an
extra hip strap. Shoulder straps should
be adjusted so the bottom of the pack
sits two inches above the waist;
Waist belt or hip strap - distributes
some of the load to the pelvis. The wain[
hell .sends the weight of the pack down
through the legs, which are more used to
carrying weight.
Compression straps - on the sides or
bottom of the backpack helps compress
the contents of the backpack and sold.
lire the articles.

-

Reflective material

-

for visibility to

drivers at night.

s -

taaktmrta - Joey Dennis'- Memorial

family m visit your Community during the summer, contact ant -sii (Rob Dennis
1R) Cultural coordinator Huu- ay -aht First Nation @ Work (250) 728 -3414 or Toll
-888-644 -4555, Home (250) 724 -0169. Or Email
c c_huuayaht_ftrsf netionfhotmail.com

tun booboo

-

uutsii- cultural coordinator H.F.N.

Automotive

F,:

NATIVE BASKET WEAVING made
by Kathy Edgar. Show case of all sizes of
basked.
Weaving classes are held
throughout the year. For more information phone 416 -0529. Address boa 863 8140 York Ave. Crofton, B.C. VOR IRO.
FOR SALE; Genuine Authentic basket
laving grass. Linda Edgar, phone 754.
4462.

D &M AUTOCLEAN
"WE'LL DO YOUR DIRTY WORK"
Automobile cleaning and renewal.
CARS - TRUCKS - RV'S - BOATS.
7429 Pacific Rim Highway.
Phone 720 -2211.

FOR SALE:

1999 Safari Van - 7 passenger, excellent condition - 112,000
1

(ono). Comet (250) 7267144 or

fax

(250) 726-2488.
FOR SALE: MotoMater Cartop
Cartier, Good Condition. Offers, call
723 -3880

Old

Cutlass Supreme. Call 723-

9573 or leave

err

Leo Manson at (250) 725 -2662 for more

painting. (her 10 years experience.
Marcel Durward (250) 720-0155

I

etc. Ph. 723- 8890.

Advisory

for

Histories,
Governance, and Constitutions (fanning
governments). contact Harry Lucas, at

Employment Wanted
/Services Offered

WANTED: whale teeth, whalebones,
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totems and plaques). Sh albino' prints
and a few shim available. Ph: (250)
670 -2438, Cel: (250) 735 -0790
Ore -mail wihayupcM(u yahoo corn
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First Nations Graphics. Specializing
in Native Vinyl Decals. (Custom
Made All Shea). All types of Native
Graphics. Call Now! Celeste hobo.
decaltrakers
ton, or
Email: ladybavcOSO Named coin

CANOE BUILDING: Will build
canoe, or each how to build canoe.
Call Harry Lucas 724 -1494.
FOR SALE: New & Used Barclay
Sound Sockeye Nets. (250)923-9864.
(

FOR SALE: 76 1/2 fl "C" license
5450.00 a foot. Donald Mundy (250)
720-5841.

use.

Need some Cleaning
Samantha Gus:
done] Door have enough time? Good
rates. Call 723 -7645 or leave a message
@ 724 -2763. Windows, dishes, vacuuming, laundry, walls, shelves, etc. CustodiaV

safe.

GROWING THE CIRCLE COMMUNICATIONS GROUP: Video / music /
CD -Rom or DVD production, website

very reasonable rates. Contact Randy
Fred, 530 Cadogan Street, Nanaimo BC
V9S 1T4; Tel. 250 -741 -0153; e-mail:
randvfredfolshaw ca. Chun!

Adyrn

TOOUART

BAY

CONVENIENCE

STORE: Open Year round! Located on
MacwI, Reserve
Status gigs available.

Missing: White, toddler .sire Canucks
jersey with "C. Little, #99" on back
Jersey

of sentimental

value taken from
Pon Alberni home, Call 724-6434 or
724 -2935 with information.

a

FOR SALE: SMOKED FISH, vacuum
packed (by the sides). bags of Upsgwee.
Call 250-724-6341.
For sale: 2 canon deep lines used only
one season. $400 each. 723.4374

MISSING

-

30 HP Yamaha Any informanors please contact Boyd or Josh Fred
at 223 -5114 or 724-6491. Reward

FOR SALE: Custom built food can
with grill, deep fryer, sink, water pump,
and lots

of

storage.

owner. S65W. oho.

I

724 -4383.

FOR

RENT:Ann -profit organization has

real by n'mu'
in
the
Very reasonable
R

day,

week

or

(250) 726 -8306. Shirley Mack Propnemr.
MOUNTAIN BOY (20001- FAST -FOOD
TAKE -OUT: 1627C Peninsula Road,
Deluder, B.C. Pisa, Chicken. Ribs & Ice
Cream. Open 7 days a week from 11:30am
- lope. Deliveries after 5:30pm. Tel: 7262221. Owners: Vi & Crystal Mundy.

NITINAHT

1

SKE MOTEL.

roto

rocs for Room & Board.
Also, there is a Boardroom available for
rent'
For more information phone 723 6511.

BOARDROOMS FOR RENT: At the
Tseshaht Administrative Buildings, Pon

inf

For mom
anon call red
Tseshaht First Nation.. Office at (250) 724 -

Alberni.
1225'

WANTED: Sorgo Sowing Machine b
buy. Please call 724-4987

WESTCOAST TRANSITION HOUSE
EMERGENCY SHELTER:
Fm
Abused Women and their Children on call
24 hours all free 1- 877 -726.2020.

PORT

ALBERNI

TRANSITION

724 -2223 or cell the near-

HEI10051
PINE FOR CHIT ORES:

design or enhancement, hook
on publishing,
public relations, marketing, and training.
Top quality professional productions at

"'s

3049.

NUU- CHAR-NULTH NATIVE IAN:
GUAGF: Transcribing in phonetic - for

prams. personal

as

wheelchairs etc. Can be dropped off at
the Tseshaht Band Office 5010 Mission
Road, Pon Alberni. Contact Gail K.
Gus at 724 -1225.
FOR SALE: Beaatifitl Native Design
Dress. New condition. Sirs 5 -7. 724-

DOI IRE: Call

SWEEPY'S CLEANING SERVICES:

w.ratmaraeam.
nn0 00011
mnAaarNa

WANTED: Medical Equipment such

2604 for more information,

Janitorial certified. Commercial house
keeping/ home making certified & Food

w

-aatioars`s.w.-

FIRST AID TRAINING: Canadian Red
Cross Certified First Aid Instructors
lath
and Alex Frank are available to
teach First Aid to your group, office, or
community. Closes can have upon 24 0u.
den.. Phone (250) 725 -3367 or (250) ,2ú

5809.

/I COUGAR

MkaAtart Aria

ELDERS:
following:

Hourly rates. Phone Harry Lucas at 724-

E

nn6.ru

YOUR

Volunteers required for the
/Aiwa demonstrations /and/or teach basket
w wing, carving, painting, ek. ,We else
need cultural entertainment
Contact
Darlene Erickson m 724 -S665.

meetings, research

x(Atut

.unt6av. exam

WITH

Mary Kay Independent Sales, not pyre.
mid. Fm more information please phone
me, Raalee Brown @ (250) 385 -9906.

>ALoABlnal Fanlnloa

Janos Swan -Wtbayagdiik

7

WANTED: Nuuchnh -nullh women Brat
would like to join my exciting team of

}louse of Win -Ghee

_

Original paintings, carvings (small

CINSTAPHONE1

CALL 1- 866 - 3346762
STARTING AT 539.95

Mowachaht Cedar Weaver. Hats. Caps,
Pouches, Baskets, Mats, and Roses for
Sale. Price Negotiable, Barter or Trade.
Ph: 250. 283 -7628. a -mail: oomek @hotmartcom.

TladlamalAraR

ENTS

NEED A PHONE?
BEEN DISCONNECTED,
No Deposit"
No Prebie?
No Problem,

Monday and Wednesday
pm to 9 pm. (Bring your own
Pun & paper). Parenting Skills for Pare.
&Tom. Fridays from 3 -4pm. EVERYONE IS WELCOME. cou kleco, Edward
Tarnosh, Certified Linguist.
TSAWAAYEIIS' SHARE, YOUR Undo

Nigh..

HOUSE FOR SAIL 3 -bdn house
with 3 bdn basement suite. Close to all
amenities. Finit trees. 3909 -9th Ave.,
Pon Alberni. 595.000. Call 723-0308 DOUSE FOR SAI F to TEN member
on Erasmus Reserve. Newly added I
bdrm suite. Views of ocean & forest.
Info: (250) 725 -3482.
PRICED TO SELL. 14 ft X 70 ft.
Princeton 1993 Mobile Home. 2
Bedroom, plus 12 ft. X 18 ft. addition,
Located at Sport Lake Mobile !tome
Park. Can be moved, relocated. By
appointment only. NO AGENTS!
Phone: 724 -5290.

Tat Tabosh.

1969 Ford Eeonolind 17 passenger bus.
Auto, vino great. $5500 oho

bones and bear teeth.

leer.

Room & Board (Opportunity): Looking
for Adult tenants for August I and
September I, (3 available), Non -smoking
& non -drinking Home. Located in Port
Alberni so mth), close to bus stop. Clean
private room. Tenons mat be clean le
responsible. 53511 month hydra. cable
and Internet mess included. (References
quired). Call 250.723 -5503 for info.

TRUCKING SERVICE: Moving

FREE LANGUAGE CLASSES: at
Ilupacaath Hall. Language Instructor -

ecr ygra

message at the Ahousaht
Administration Once at 250 -670 -9563.
FOR SALE: 25' Mark 7 Zodiac. Call

etc

T.S.G.

Will do professional bodywork and

TRADITIONAL DUGOIIT CANOES

a

ALTERATIONS. Sewing,

hems,

Grad Hat Regalia, Baskets, Weaving
material, specializing in Maquina liar
Earrings. Available to teach at confers and workshops.
Call Julie Joseph
(250) 729 -9819.
FOR SALF: carved whale teeth, whale

lake Grad's.

Boat for sale: 1992 - 25 foot Raider.
Aluminum cabin, open fore and all deck,
adjustable outbmt bracket, tandem galmilled trailer. $19,900 without engine,
529,900 with 2001 - 225 Mere Optima.
Call Roger Frnceur 723 -4105
BOAT FOR SALE: MV Ropo - no
license. 40' fiberglass. Ex- freezer holier.
Fully equipped- Fromm system only 2
years old Harold Little (250)670-2477.
FOR SALE - 40' Ex-troller and Spring
Sets made to order. Call Robert Johnson
Fr (2501 ?Area
For Cale:
\I boll License 375
Louie
Frank
ft. Correct
Sr. at 250 -670.

ANITA'S

724 -1494.

of need,

CLASSIFIEDS CONTINUED

paydays. We loan $100, $200, tar to Icon
dollars. 100% owned and operated by
First Nations. Phone (250) 390 -9225. Or
(250) 7416070 cal 401 Harvey Road,
Nan ose Bay, B,C.

9706, or 7316222

Mau

office I -877- 726423Q

COU -US GASH - Need cash between

BASKET WEAVING FOR SAI F:

,,1!oaDweat Coed ,AdoRVe

The Toquaht Mack family is planning a reunion on the weekend of October 11th 2003
in Ucluelet. It's been ton long since we all got together. The date is now set and would
like people to bring their drums. bring your songs and of course bring the dancers!
Volunteers for food and cooking urgently required. Suggestions and input greatly
appreciated. Let's make Ibis an event to remember! We also require MOO donation
wards the cost of the event. And phase R.S. V P the Toquaht Band Office.
We would like to gather and renew family tics and new family members. We need to
connect! Any members from the late Chief Cecil Mack our late grandmother Jesse
Mack please contact via email. Gjmack @hotmail.com or phone the Toquaht Rand

Employment Wanted/
Services Offered

7tumBfa

am-elm-14B

Mack Family Reunion October 11th 2003!
Bring your tents, drums and good feelings
RSVP REQUIRED

3215 for more information.

Phone: (250) 724 -3975.

WANTED: Digital speedometer for
1988

DOUSE FOR SALE Tseshalu memben only. 2 bedroom. Call Al @ 724-

And Hauling, Reasonable Rates, Tom
Gus, 5231 Hector Road, Pon Alberni, B.C.

Ben (David

There has been a change of date
for Barry Wayne McCarthy (Bear) Memorial Potlatch
from October 25 to November 29, 2003
at the Alberni Athletic Hall, starting at 12:00 noon.
We would like to acknowledge the people that came close to its in the time
Hosts: Laura McCarthy and Johnny McCarthy Sr.

Carvings for sale. If you
are Interested in native carvings such as:
coffee table tops, clocks, plaques, 6"
totems, canoes, leave message for Charlie
Mickey at 724-8609 or do Box 40,
Zeballos, B.C. VOP 2A0
WANTED' Hide for school projects.
Call Julia Landry @724 -0512 (8 -4pm
weekdays).

FOR SAI

IMBIEZIMISIMMID

CLASSIFIEDS

723 -9401.

Ncokema (250) 728 -2397
Whopoltheeatuk - Sandra Howard,

q

I

FOR SALE: Native designed jewellery;
silver, copper, gold engraving, stone setting.
Contact Gordon Dick by phone

FOR SAI.F: Native painting. Call Brace

The family of aaginakeisit - late Joey Dennis will he having a taaktuuta
(memorial feast) to Coal to rest our mourning and celebrate the life he lived! We
[he Doodad laipee Family invite you all to witness the ceremonies /events we
have planned for this special day. Date: October 18 2003, This is an announcement of the date only we will be going around to various First Nations to formally invite in a traditional manner. If you would like to suggest a good day for our

Free

Arts

mastodon ivory and Russian blue cobalt
trade beads. Lv. msg. For Save & Elsie
John at 604- 833 -3645 or e./0 #141 -720 6u
St, New Westminster BC V3L3C5.

Community Events
and Celebrations
Q'aaq"inake
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en

shelter or crisis center.

310 -1234.

FOR RENT:

bdn

Bunt Suite, heat,
hotweter, hydro. blinds, mid hookup, Ps,
phone incl., Port Alberni old hospital
area. 5750 /month. Available Sept. 1st
Phone 723 -0308.
3

Employment Wanted /
Services Offered
Elegant Advantage Decorating
and Catering Services
Tracey Robinson @ home:]23 -85]1,
Margaret Robinson @ hone: 723.0789.
We do all occasions. Weddings,
Graduations,
Showers,
Banque.,
Branches, Diners,
Safe Certified'

ADAM

a

Super Host & Food

INDUSTRIAL

SEWING:

Ceremonial Cumin & Dean bags, Boat
tops, Awnings, Custom Orders. Quality
work@ the Best Prices on the Island! Free
s.
Christine & Luke Aday 72369568re

Rissa T(ar

e0
'

5ervra

P9

bf!'

yqaa.armm

New

Manager is Lucy Edgar. can be reached at
Once # - 250 -745 -3844, Home # 250.7456610, Fax 4 250.745 -3295. PO Box 160,
Port Alberni, BC, VOY 7M8.
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N.E.D.C.
BUSINESS NEWS
butterfly FX

if

VIDEO PRODUCTIONS

Nitanis Desjarlais the owner /operator
of butterfly FX video productions ;
an independent videographer, editor,
director, wife and mother of three.
She has produced an assortment of
documentaries depicting the destructive impact of First Nation colonization as well as the resistant consequences of de- colonization.
Nitanis's heritage stems from a
Cree/Metis and Tsimshian ancestry.
Asa young child Nitanis grew up in
the Pacific Northwest Coast with her
Tsimshian relatives from the Recce
family. I ter father, Victor Reece is an
artist and a storyteller currently working with a theatre group; her mother
Cleo is the co- ordinator for the
Aboriginal Media Arts Centre in
Vancouver.

Throughout her life Nitanis has maintained a strong bond with the traditional teachings and values of her youth
showing strongly in her love for and
skill in the an of storytelling and displayed in her visual and artistic video
expressions.
Born into the political activism that
flourished during the 1970's Nitanis
has also offered significant contributime to today's Indigenous movement
through her involvement in the Native
Youth Movement and Indigenous
Sovereignty Network. In the late
1990's she found herself amidst the
conflicts on the banks of the Fraser
River. So, armed with a video camera
she shot footage of these recurring
clashes between the Aboriginal fishers
and the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans. Some of this footage attracted worldwide attention, which encouraged Nitanis's dedication to truthful
documentation and the ongoing scrag.
gle of Indigenous sovereignty. She has
completed three major projects in this
area

Niton is's first production a 27- minute

documentary entitled "Warriors on
the Water" is an intimate depiction of
an Indigenous community's dedication
to the preservation of their political,
social, economic and cultural way of
life. "Worriers on the Water" is a
look beyond the political struggle and
the over -sensationalized of the Cheam
Tribe's conflict with DFO. Instead it
focuses on the impacts of this conflict
within the community. To accomplish
this Nitanis lived in Cheam for three
years working closely with the community.
She then worked as video producer
and editor for the Neskonlith Tribe and
produced a three -part documentary
describing the Sun Peaks Resort dispute with the First Nation
The first "Take back the Land" documents the troubled meetings of Sun
Peaks with the local Indigenous peopale, "NYM Roadblock," the second in
the series, outlines the involvement of
the Native Youth Movement and the
third, "Skwelkwekwelt Protection
Center tells the story from the elders
point of view detailing their actions in
voicing their concerns.
Her third project. the Native Youth
Movement (NYM) is a 50- minute
documentary in which she both shot
and compiled footage of NYM events
and activities; structured the storyboard and produced the soundtrack.
Nitanis is very proud that this production has been screened at a variety of
international film festivals including,
the: IMAG Nation Film Festival, Reel
Warriors, Signal & Noise and Video
In, Vancouver BC
She remains current in her croft by
attending and screening at various
international conferences such as: the
Women of Color fihn festival in
Berkley California. the Indigenous
Women's' Conference in New Zealand
and the First Peoples' Film Festival in
Montreal. She has also successfully
completed a series of workshops in

l
III

.

.

miawdlregmirenardwork,paasion. commitment and the sup-

pose- production and technical training

increasing her proficiency as a video
producer, director, and editor.
In addition, as a way of contributing
to her profession she sits as Vice President to the Board of Directors of
the Indigenous Media Arts Group
(IMAG) in Vancouver and has been
featured on "First Story" produced by
Shirley McLean as an up and coming
video artist.
Currently, Nitanis is concluding postproduction on a !lithium mum Treaty
Group half hour information video "Take back the Land" - which has
been contracted for two -year broadcast on Maori television.
Nitanis currently resides in Pon
Alberni with fiancé John Rampaner
and her three children: Tanner (13),
Kalilah (03) and Qwyatseek (01). She
is looking forward to working within
the Nuu- chah -nulth community and
building her company butterfly FX
Nitanis became an entrepreneur to
maximize her creative goals, to take
advantage of emerging industry
demand and to provide employment
for herself and ìn the future a full production crew.
Five years down the road, what does
she see for business? butterfly FX
providing a good income for her and
her family, at least five full -time
employees and a television series. Her
dream Is not only be able to produce

the documentaries she loves but
full feature films. Nitanis knows

port of her family but they are dedicated to moving forward.
Her video production studio is located
at 5373 River Road next to the
Hupacasath Cultural Centre and offers,
.

complete video production
on -line /off-line editing
dubbing & copying
VI IS, DVD, Mini DV, Hi -8 format
transfers
camera +operator rentals
scriptwriting & storyboard development
bane JyFX offers development in a
wide variety of video productions,
including, business promotional
videos, documentaries, social events,
educational material, drama, music, etc.
Nitanis believes that communication
has played a vital pan in the lives of
the First Nations and with butterfly
FX she will help carry on this tradition
by assisting in the preservation of traditonal and current knowledge to be
passed to the next seven generations;
recording community events manor
activities; the development of promotional tools or any other area where a
community or individual needs her

For more information please contact
Nitanis through butterfly FX video
productions at phone 250- 723 -5620 or
fax 250- 723 -5622 email:
butrcrfly_fx2003)yahoo.com.

Logo Contest for Aboriginal Youth
sponsored by The Aboriginal Business Services
Network Secretariat
We are inviting Aboriginal Artists, up to the age of 30 years, to submit a Logo
Design for the Aboriginal Business Services Network (ABSN) in B.C.
The Aboriginal Business Services Network Secretariat would like to adopt a logo
with an Aboriginal concept that reflects our mission, diversity, culture and activities.
The Aboriginal Business Services Network is a Secretariat whose mandate is
.

to assist Aboriginal people realize their economic goals by improving
access to and use of business Information and services
The activities of the ASSN include; maintaining an Aboriginal Websìte (www.firstbasiness.ca ), establishing Aboriginal reach sites, leveraging resources, strengthening
partnerships and linkages, facilitating the exchange of information, building commuairy capacity and participating in national initiatives with an economic development
amponent.
A $500 design fee will be awarded to the winning artist upon he or she signing.
contract giving exclusive rights of the design to the ABSN. The artist will also be
invited, as a guest of the ABSN, to the public announcement of the ABSN Website.
The B.C. Aboriginal Business Services Network Secretariat was convened under the
Federal Sponsorship of Western Economic Diversification to plan and implement the
`Aboriginal Business Services Network' in B.C.
TO ENTER Submit designs by September 30, 2003
to

Arnold Adolph, ABSN Coordinator
Suite 880 - 355 Burard Street
Vancouver, B.C.
V6C 2G8
II

Nuu- chah -nulth Economic Development Corporation
7563 Pacific Rim Highway, (next door to Tseshaht Market)
Office Hours: MON

-

FRI:

8

am to

12

pm,

1

pm to 4:30 pm, SAT, SUN, & HOLIDAYS: CLOSED

The purpose of NEDC is to promote and assist the development, establishment and expansion of the business
enterprises tithe Tribes and Tribal members of the Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council.

